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Abstract
Automatic mapping of land cover in remote sensing data plays an increasingly
significant role in several earth observation (EO) applications, such as sustainable
development, autonomous agriculture, and urban planning. Due to the complexity
of the real ground surface and environment, accurate classification of land cover
types is facing many challenges. This thesis provides novel deep learning-based
solutions to land cover mapping challenges such as how to deal with intricate
objects and imbalanced classes in multi-spectral and high-spatial resolution remote
sensing data.
The first work presents a novel model to learn richer multi-scale and global con-
textual representations in very high-resolution remote sensing images, namely the
dense dilated convolutions’ merging (DDCM) network. The proposed method is
light-weighted, flexible and extendable, so that it can be used as a simple yet effec-
tive encoder and decoder module to address different classification and semantic
mapping challenges. Intensive experiments on different benchmark remote sensing
datasets demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve better performance
but consume much fewer computation resources compared with other published
methods.
Next, a novel graphmodel is developed for capturing long-range pixel dependencies
in remote sensing images to improve land covermapping. One key component in the
method is the self-constructing graph (SCG) module that can effectively construct
global context relations (latent graph structure) without requiring prior knowledge
graphs. The proposed SCG-based models achieved competitive performance on
different representative remote sensing datasets with faster training and lower
computational cost compared to strong baseline models.
The thirdwork introduces a new framework,namely themulti-view self-constructing
graph (MSCG) network, to extend the vanilla SCG model to be able to capture
multi-view context representations with rotation invariance to achieve improved
segmentation performance. Meanwhile, a novel adaptive class weighting loss func-
tion is developed to alleviate the issue of class imbalance commonly found in
EO datasets for semantic segmentation. Experiments on benchmark data demon-
strate the proposed framework is computationally efficient and robust to produce
improved segmentation results for imbalanced classes.
To address the key challenges in multi-modal land covermapping of remote sensing
data, namely, ’what’, ’how’ and ’where’ to effectively fuse multi-source features
and to efficiently learn optimal joint representations of different modalities, the
last work presents a compact and scalable multi-modal deep learning framework
ii abstract
(MultiModNet) based on two novel modules: the pyramid attention fusion module
and the gated fusion unit. The proposed MultiModNet outperforms the strong
baselines on two representative remote sensing datasets with fewer parameters
and at a lower computational cost. Extensive ablation studies also validate the
effectiveness and flexibility of the framework.
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In recent years, the advances in remote sensing technologies and the fast-growing
volume of remotely sensed data have dramatically changed the way we observe
the Earth. One of the key applications in Earth observation is the classification1
of the land cover and further monitoring of changes. Land cover mapping of the
Earth is highly valuable in environmental monitoring [1, 2, 3], agriculture [4] and
urban planning [5, 6], predicting natural disasters and hazardous events [7, 8, 9],
etc. Figure. 1.1 shows some illustrative examples of land cover mapping for various
remote sensing data. With the improvement of sensor technology, the quality of
remotely sensed data has been greatly improved in terms of the spatial, spectral
and temporal resolution. The availability of high-resolution remote sensing data
can be significantly more effective to automatically extract on-Earth objects and
map land cover and uses.
However, to effectively extract and exploit meaningful information from such
big remote sensing data, special tools and methods are required [1]. Traditional
approaches that mainly rely on hand-crafted features are very expensive, labor-
intensive, and time-consuming. In the past few years, deep learning [13] techniques
have demonstrated astounding capabilities in signal and data processing and often
progressed beyond state-of-the-art performance on various tasks, such as, image
classification [14] and segmentation [15, 16], object detection [17], speech recog-
nition [18], and natural language understanding [19]. Currently, various deep
learning approaches have been increasingly adapted for the intelligent interpreta-
tion of remote sensing data. As one of the key methods for automatic analysis and
interpretation of remote sensing data, semantic mapping, or segmentation, aims
to attribute each pixel to a single semantic label that is corresponding to a type of
1. The term ’classification’ in the field of remote sensing is often preferred instead of the term
’semantic segmentation’ that is commonly used in computer vision [1]. In the thesis, the term
’classification’ represents the same meaning as the term ’semantic segmentation’ that is the
pixel-wise classification or semantic mapping.
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Figure 1.1: Examples of land cover mapping samples from three different datasets. Top: (a1)
RGB images from the DeepGlobe dataset [10], (b1) the corresponding ground-
truth images. Middle: (b1) RGB images from the Agriculture-vision dataset [11],
(b2) the corresponding NIR-band images, (c1) the corresponding ground-truth
images. Bottom: (c1) IRRG image from the Vaihingen dataset [12], (c2) the
corresponding DSM image, (c3) the corresponding ground-truth image.
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land cover2.
The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the advances of deep learning methodolo-
gies for land cover mapping in remote sensing, and to find full or partial answers to
some key challenges in the automatic analysis and interpretation of remote sensing
data. These challenges are briefly outlined in Section 1.2 and will be treated in
more detail in the corresponding papers.
1.1 Remote sensing imagery
Remote sensing is the process of capturing the physical characteristics of an area
from a distance [20] with remote sensors or instruments on e.g. satellites, air-
planes or UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles). Many sensors acquire data at different
spectral wavelengths, known as the electromagnetic spectrum, that range from
short wavelengths (such as X-rays: 10−2 − 10 nm) to long wavelengths (such as
radio waves: 10 − 103 m). Each region or segment of the spectrum is referred
to as a band or channel. Our human eyes are only able to see small portion of
the full spectrum from about 380 to about 750 nanometers [21], such as RGB
bands: Red-band (0.45 − 0.51 um), Green-band (0.53 − 0.59 um) and Blue-band
(0.64 − 0.67 um). Different bands can be combined together to produce imagery
of the data in order to reveal different features in the landscape as shown in Figure
1.3.
Once remote sensing data are processed into imagery with varying band com-
binations, they allow us to visualize, analyze, and interpret objects and features
on the Earth’s surface for urban planning, measuring land cover and land-use
change, tracking biodiversity, managing natural resources, and assessing disasters
[20]. When we want to capture and evaluate remote sensing imagery for earth
observation, we need to consider its resolution, referring to the potential detail
provided by the imagery. In remote sensing, there are three types of resolution:
spatial, spectral and temporal.
• Spatial resolution is defined by the size of each pixel in an image and the
corresponding area on Earth’s surface represented by that pixel. For example,
an image that has a spatial resolution of 10m means that each pixel in the
image represents a 10 × 10 meters area on the ground. Figure 1.2 shows
examples of different spatial resolution images over the same area, ranging
from 0.1 meter to 10 meter.
• Spectral resolution refers to the ability of a sensor to measure finer wave-
lengths of the electromagnetic spectrum, that is, having more and narrower
bands. The major difference between multi-spectral and hyper-spectral3
is the number of bands and how narrow the bands are. In this work, we
2. The set of land cover classes varies between various applications and tasks.
3. In general, multi-spectral images have between 3 to 10 wider bands, where each band commonly
has a descriptive band title such as red, green, blue, near-infrared, short-wave infrared, and so
on. Hyper-spectral images generally consist of hundreds or thousands of much narrower bands
(10 − 20 nm) without specific band names.
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mainly focus on multi-spectral remote sensing data. Figure 1.3 illustrates
four commonly used bands in optical remote sensing data with different
combinations.
• Temporal resolution is the amount of time it takes for a satellite to revisit
and acquire data for the exact same geographical area. Airplanes or UAVs are
flexible. But for satellites, this resolution depends on the orbit and latitude,
the sensor’s characteristics, and the swath width. For example, polar orbiting
satellites have a temporal resolution that can vary from about 1 day to 16 or
more days [20]. But it is also common that the orbiting satellites visit the
same place twice a day but in different directions.
Figure 1.2: Examples of different spatial resolution images over the same region. From
left to right, high spatial resolution (0.1 meter), medium spatial resolution (1
meter), low and very low spatial resolution (5 - 10 meter).
Figure 1.3: Examples of combining different spectral bands, i.e., Red-band, Green-band,
Blue-band and NIR-band (near-infrared band), to produce different images,
namely R-G-B (RGB), NIR-R-B (IRRB), and NIR-R-G (IRRG).
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1.2 Key challenges
With recent advances in deep learning for image processing and pattern recognition,
land cover classification of remote sensing data has progressed tremendously in
the last few years. Nonetheless, there are still challenges related to the unique
characteristics of remote sensing data and an inherent complexity in the pixel-wise
classification tasks that strongly impact the classification performance. Some of
these challenges include:
• Intricate objects: Remote sensing data consist of a variety of objects with
intricate variations in aspect-ratio, size, and color-texture, such as roads, roofs,
building shadows, low plants and tree branches, and so on. Furthermore, as
shown in Figure 1.1, many high-spatial resolution remote sensing imagery
are entirely composed of "stuff" classes, i.e. amorphous regions such as forest,
vegetation, agricultural fields, water, and so on. Because such natural objects
are not generally surrounded bywell-defined borders in many remote sensing
images with low spatial resolutions, pixel-wise annotation for learningmodels
raises more difficulties.
• Imbalanced classes: The imbalanced nature of most remotely sensed data
leads to a high asymmetric distribution of thematic classes, where some
classes are frequent in the training dataset, while others have little ap-
pearance [22]. The acquisition of training data containing balanced class
frequencies is often unfeasible in remote sensing. These highly imbalanced
classes and samples cause one of the major issues for the application of deep
learning for land cover mapping. The learning of deep neural networks is
based on minimizing an objective or loss function. Because the minority
class contribute less to the minimization of the objective function, a bias
towards the majority class if often introduced. Hence, a model trained with
an imbalanced class distribution will often have low accuracy for rare land
cover classes. Consequently, as typical classification algorithms are designed
to work with reasonably balanced datasets, learning the decision boundaries
between imbalanced classes becomes a very challenging task [23].
• Multi-modal data: Multi-modal data is becoming more available in remote
sensing [1]. Additional sensed data, such as light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) data that can supplement common multi-spectral imagery with ad-
ditional information about the same land, is also used for semantic mapping.
For instance, in many applications, topographical information extracted from
LiDAR data is used to improve discrimination of land cover classes with sim-
ilar spectral characteristics [24]. Effective fusion of this different modality
information is thus important for various application in remote sensing, but
also very challenging due to large domain differences, high noises, and re-
dundancies [25]. There are main three open questions, namely ’what’, ’how’
and ’where’ to effectively fuse multi-modal features [26] for learning optimal
joint representations of different modalities.
• Light-weight models: Remote sensing also faces the big data challenge
[27]. Algorithms must be fast and scalable to deal with very large and ever-
growing data volumes. However, many advanced deep learning models have
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millions of parameters and require a massive labeled dataset for training and
high-performance GPUs. These increased model scale and computational
burden severely limit the application and deployment of deep learning based
methods inmost scenarios with real-time requirements, such as on airborne or
satellite-borne embedded systems. Hence, designing light-weight but highly
effective deep learning models is highly value and demanding in the remote
sensing domain.
Figure 1.4: Categorization of publications (see Section 1.5 and 1.6) according to the chal-
lenges they deal with.
1.3 Research objectives
In this thesis, we leverage various deep learning methods to provide solutions to
some of the challenges mentioned in Section 1.2. Figure. 1.4 provides an overview
of how the different publications relate to the challenges. The main focus of this
research is to develop novel deep learning models to improve performance of land
cover classification. Our main objectives are:
• Develop novel light-weight models that can effectively learn rich and local-
global contextual representations for better interpretation of very high reso-
lution remote sensing data.
• Propose new loss functions to address the issue of class imbalance commonly
found in remote sensing data and also in many other domains.
• Design novel scalable multi-modal frameworks that can learn and fuse com-
plementary information from multiple remote sensing modalities in order to
deal with more complex scenarios.
1.4 Proposed approaches
The work presented in this thesis provides novel developments across a variety of
deep learning approaches. In order to address the research challenges (Section
1.2), the work makes methodological contributions e.g. for convolution-based seg-
mentation models, autoencoders/ variational autoencoders (AE/VAE) based latent
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representation learning and graph-based attention mechanisms associated with
the land cover classification problem of remote sensing data. In Fig. 1.5, we have
categorized the publications based on the types of deep learning approaches they
mainly investigate and contribute to.
Figure 1.5: Methodological categorization of publications (see Section 1.5 and 1.6) accord-
ing to the type of deep learning networks they mainly explore. CNN denotes
convolutional neural network, GNN means graph neural network, and AE/VAE
are autoencoders and variational autoencders.
In Paper I, we propose a novel architecture based on dilated convolutions, the
so called dense dilated convolutions’ merging (DDCM) network, that effectively
utilizes rich combinations of dilated convolutions that enlarge the network’s re-
ceptive fields with fewer parameters and features. Specifically, the DDCM network
has three major differences compared to the state-of-the-art approaches in the
remote sensing domain. First, we sequentially stack the output of each layer with
its input features before feeding it to the next layer in order to alleviate context
information loss. Second, the final output is computed on all features generated
by intermediate layers, which can effectively aggregate the fused receptive field
of each layer and maximally utilize multi-scale context information. Third, the
method is highly flexible and extendable with the group and strided convolutions
to address different domain problems.
We then explore how graph neural networks (GNNs) can be used in remote sensing
to model long-range context dependencies. As a solution, we develop a novel Self-
Constructing Graph module (SCG) that learns how to transform a 2D feature map
into a latent graph structure and how to assign pixels to the graph’s vertices from
the available training data. In a nutshell, we model relations between pixels that
are spatially close in the CNN, while in the VAE-based SCG module we incorporate
context information between patches that are similar in feature space, but not
necessarily spatially close. The SCG-Net model can explicitly employ different
types of GNNs to not only learn global context representations but also directly
output the predictions (Paper II).
We extend the SCG to MSCG that considers multiple views for explicitly exploiting
rotation invariance in remote sensing images to achieve improved segmentation
performance. More specifically, we augment the input features to obtain multiple
rotated views before fusing the multi-view global contextual information and
projecting the features back onto the 2-D spatial domain. Furthermore, to address
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the issue of class imbalance commonly found in semantic segmentation datasets,
we propose a novel adaptive class weighting loss function based on iterative batch-
wise class re-balancing, rather than pre-computing the fixed weights across the
entire dataset (Paper III).
In an effort to find a more effective method to extract and fuse information from
multi-modal remote sensing data, we develop a novel and scalable framework in
Paper IV, called MultiModNet, that is based on a novel pyramid attention fusion
(PAF) modules and gated fusion units (GFU). The proposed PAF module is a
lightweight networkwith a built-in cross-hierarchical-scale and cross-view attention
fusion mechanism that can obtain rich and robust contextual representations. It can
be used as a stand-alone decoder for a unimodal model to improve segmentation
performance, or as a vital fusion mechanism to merge several modalities when
combined with the GFU module.
1.5 Brief summary of included papers
This section briefly summarizes the papers included in this thesis. A list of other
articles published over the course of the PhD project is presented in the next section.
Figure. 1.5 provides an overview of the publications according to the types of deep
learning models they mainly explore. The following papers are included in this
thesis:
I. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Dense dilated convolutions’ merging network for land cover classifica-
tion." IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol 58.9, pp
6309-6320, doi:10.1109/TGRS.2020.2976658, 2020.
II. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Self-constructing graph neural networks to model long-range pixel de-
pendencies for semantic segmentation of remote sensing images." Inter-
national Journal of Remote Sensing, vol 42.16, pp 6184-6208,
doi:10.1080/01431161.2021.1936267, 2021.
III. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Multi-View self-constructing graph convolutional networks with adap-
tive class weighting loss for semantic segmentation." IEEE/CVF Confer-
ence on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops, pp. 199-205,
doi:10.1109/CVPRW50498.2020.00030, 2020.
IV. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Multi-modal land cover mapping of remote sensing images using pyra-
mid attention and gated fusion networks." Submitted to International Jour-
nal of Remote Sensing, September, 2021.
Paper I: Develops a novel computationally light-weight and scalable network archi-
tecture, called the dense dilated convolutions merging network (DDCM-Net), for
land cover classification of remote sensing images. The proposed DDCM module
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learns with densely linked dilated convolutions and outputs a fusion of all inter-
mediate features without losing resolutions during the extraction of multi-scale
features. This significantly reduces the computational redundancies and costs. It
also allows for the efficient enlargement of the network’s receptive fields by utiliz-
ing rich combinations of dilated and grouped convolutions with varying strided
operations. The DDCM-Net and its variants demonstrated better performance on
three different representative remote sensing datasets and are more computational
efficient compared to other published methods.
Paper II: CNNs are commonly limited by their efficiency and ability to obtain
long-range non-local contextual information due to their local valid receptive fields.
For improved capturing of non-local representations, which has been shown to
improve segmentation performance in remote sensing images, we propose the
Self-Constructing Graph (SCG) module that learns a pixel-wise dependency graph
directly from the image data and uses it to capture local-global contextual informa-
tion efficiently to improve land cover mapping. The SCG module provides a high
degree of flexibility for constructing segmentation networks that seamlessly make
use of the benefits of variants of graph neural networks (GNNs) and CNNs. The
SCG-Net model can achieve competitive performance with much fewer parameters
and lower computational cost compared to related state-of-the-art models that rely
on deep and wide multi-scale CNN architectures.
Paper III: Presents a new architecture called the Multi-view Self-Constructing
Graph Convolutional Networks (MSCG-Net) that extends the SCG (proposed in
Paper II) to explicitly exploit the rotation invariance in airborne images, by fusing
multi-orientation information with deep-feature augmenting mechanisms. More-
over, we also develop an adaptive class weighting (ACW) loss that addresses the
common class imbalance issue in remote sensing data. Unlike most existing meth-
ods that weighted loss functions with pre-computed class weights based on the
pixel frequency of the entire training data, the ACW loss can compute the class
weights automatically during iterative training and dynamically weigh the positive
and negative regularization function. This provides an auto-dynamic-weighting so-
lution that can reduce the class imbalance effect while also putting more emphasis
on difficult samples (both positive and negative) during learning. Our experiments
demonstrate that the MSCG-Net with the ACW loss achieves very robust and com-
petitive performance and produces more accurate segmentation results for both
larger and smaller classes on multi-spectral aerial images.
Paper IV: This paper focuses on DL based multi-modal fusion and classification
problems of remote sensing data. Current multi-modal classification methods
mostly use two independent encoders in parallel to extract features separately that
tends to overlook the effects of noise and redundant features from very different
multi-modal data. Therefore, we introduce a new gated fusion unit (GFU) that
enables supplementary modalities. The GFU effectively extract the most valuable
and complementary information via early gating feature merging, and thereby
diminishing hidden redundancies and noise. By incorporating a novel pyramid
attention fusion (PAF) module that can effectively extract a rich contextual repre-
sentation from each modality by a deeply fused cross-view and cross-level pyramid
attention mechanism, we develop a light-weight multi-modal segmentation net-
work (MultiModNet). Extensive experiments on two publicly available remote
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sensing benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of the
MultiModNet for multi-modal land cover classification.
1.6 Other papers
During the course of the PhD work, the following papers were also published:
5. Liu, Qinghui; Salberg, Arnt Børre; Jenssen, Robert. "A Comparison of Deep
Learning Architectures for Semantic Mapping of Very High Resolution
Images." In: IGARSS 2018 - 2018 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Symposium. (ISBN 978-1-5386-7150-4). pp 6943-6946. 2018.
6. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Road Mapping in Lidar Images Using a Joint-Task Dense Dilated Con-
volutions Merging Network." In: IGARSS 2019 - 2019 IEEE International
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Symposium Proceedings. (ISBN 978-1-5386-
9154-0). pp 5041-5044. 2019.
7. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Dense Dilated Convolutions Merging Network for Semantic Mapping
of Remote Sensing Images." In: Joint Urban Remote Sensing Event, JURSE
2019. (ISBN 978-1-7281-0009-8). 2019.
8. Liu, Qinghui; Kampffmeyer, Michael; Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre.
"Self-Constructing Graph Convolutional Networks for Semantic Label-
ing." In: IGARSS 2020 - 2020 IEEE International Geoscience and Remote
Sensing Symposium. Proceedings. (ISBN 9781728163741). 2020.
9. Chiu,Mang Tik; Xingqiang,Xu; others...; Liu,Qinghui; Kampffmeyer,Michael;
Jenssen, Robert; Salberg, Arnt Børre; others... "The 1st Agriculture-Vision
Challenge: Methods and Results." In: IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer
Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops 2020. (ISBN 978-1-7281-9360-1).
pp 212-218. 2020.
1.7 Reading guide
The remainder of this thesis is organized into the following three parts: i) method-
ology and context, ii) summary of research, and iii) included papers.
The methodology and context part aims to provide the reader with the theoretical
background that builds the foundation for the research presented in this thesis.
To that end, this part is organized into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides a short
overview of learning methodologies and introduces deep feedforward neural net-
works. This is relevant background material for all papers. Chapter 3 provides an
introduction to convolutional neural networks. This is also relevant for all papers.
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Chapter 4 provides an introduction to Autoencoders and Variational Autoencoders
that are relevant for Paper II and III. Chapter 5 provides an introduction to Graph
Neural Networks, which is relevant for Papers II-IV. Chapter 6 provides a short
overview of segmentation networks and applications in remote sensing. This is
relevant for all papers.
In the summary of research and conclusion part, we present a brief summary of
the included papers and the author’s main contributions to the works. Further, we
provide concluding remarks and a discussion of future directions. The research







In this chapter, we briefly review the key concepts and notations of the learning
methodologies that are used through this thesis. The work by Goodfellow et al. [28]
and Zhang et al. [29] are themain references for this part. When no other references
are explicitly cited, we kindly refer to these works for more details.
2.1 Machine learning basics
A machine learning (ML) algorithm is an algorithm that is able to learn from
data to solve difficult tasks, such as classification, regression, dimension reduction,
density estimation, and so on. The training data are often represented as a matrix1,
e.g. X = [xT1, · · · , xT<]T ∈ R<×3 , which contains < training samples x8 ∈ R3 in
each row 8 = {1, 2, · · · ,<}, and 3 different features G8 9 for each sample where 9 =
{1, 2, · · · , 3}. The dataset can also be represented as a set containing< samples:
{x (1) , x (2) , · · · , x (<) } that does not imply that any two feature vectors x (8) and
x ( 9) have the same dimension like in the above matrix description X.
Generally speaking, supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement
learning are the three main types of machine learning algorithms. While reinforce-
ment learning methods do not only learn from a fixed dataset, but also interact
with an environment and train themselves through trial and error, they are outside
the scope of this work. Please see the work in [30, 31] for detailed information
about reinforcement learning algorithms.
1. Unless particularly specified, we use upright letters to denote sets and subsets, bold capital
characters for matrices, lowercase in italics for scalars and bold italics for vectors.
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Figure 2.1: General learning process from data (a training dataset) that aim to produce a
model that maps any input x to an output ŷ. Each training sample x (8) typically
consists of a set of attributes called features, from which the model can be
trained by certain learning algorithms to make its output ŷ (prediction). For
supervised learning problems, there is a target value or vector that is designated
as the label y(8) (or target, ground-truth), while for unsupervised learning there
are no corresponding (supervision) labels available in the dataset.
2.1.1 Supervised learning
In supervised learning, the models are learned using a dateset that contains both
training samples and associated labels (i.e., target outputs/ground truths), so called
feature-label pairs {x (8) , y(8) }. Figure 2.1 shows the supervised learning process.
Regression and classification are the two most common supervised tasks. The
purpose of both problems is to create a model that can predict the values of the
dependent y from attribute variables x. The primary difference between the two
tasks is that the dependent attribute in regression is a real or continuous value,
such as “salary” or “weight”, whereas the dependent attribute in classification is
categorical, such as {’cat’, ’dog’}.
One of the most classical supervised ML approaches is the support vector machine
(SVM) [32] used for classification problems. One important innovation associated
with the SVM is the kernel trick that conceptually implements a non-linearly
mapping from the input vector to a high-dimension feature space, such that a linear
decision surface can be constructed in this feature space. However, kernel-based
methods commonly suffer from a high computational cost of training, and the cost
of evaluating the decision function is linear in the number of training samples. The
k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm [33] is another classical supervised learning
algorithm that can be used to solve both classification and regression problems. We
will not go into more detail about KNN or any of the other conventional supervised
ML approaches such as the decision tree [34], random forests [35] and its many
variants. This thesis primarily focuses on deep learning methods for supervised
learning, which will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
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2.1.2 Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised learning methods learn useful properties from the data that do not
contain any supervision signal (label). Unsupervised learning is commonly used
to perform tasks such as clustering, which divides the data into different groups of
similar samples, as well as denoising or dimensionality reduction to compress the
data.
A classic unsupervised learning algorithm is :-means clustering that divides the
training dataset into: different clusters of samples. A cluster refers to a collection of
data aggregated together based on certain similarities. The ‘means’ in the :-means
refers to averaging of the data, that is, finding the centroid. Specifically, to perform
the learning, the :-means algorithm starts with a first set of randomly initialized
centroids {u (1) , · · · , u (:) } which are used as the starting points for every cluster,
and then performs iterative calculations to optimize the values of the centroids
until convergence.
Principal component analysis (PCA) is another popular unsupervised learning
algorithm that learns a low-dimensional representation whose elements have
no linear correlation with each other. PCA is commonly used as a simple and
effective dimensionality reduction method that aims to preserve as much of the
information in the data as possible, measured by the least-squares reconstruction
error. There are also many other dimensionality reduction algorithms such as Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [36], t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) [37] and Autoencoders (that will be further discussed later in Section
4.1).
When we don’t have human-annotated ground truths, we can still perform super-
vised learning by using some of the input as supervision targets, for example, by
predicting some masked out part of the input using the remaining part of the input.
This is referred to as self-supervised learning, which can be viewed as a special type
of unsupervised learning. Self-supervised learning has proven to be quite effective
in natural language processing [19, 38]. When working with unlabeled image data,
contrastive learning has recently become one of the most powerful approaches in
self-supervised learning and achieved great success in learning image representa-
tions [39]. Self-supervised learning is outside of the scope of this work but is a
very import research direction in the future. For more details about self-supervised
learning we refer the reader to [38, 39, 40].
2.2 Deep feedforward networks
In the last years, deep neural networks have set the state-of-the-art on many
computer vision tasks. In the following, we address the basics of neural networks,
activation functions, cost functions and optimization.
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2.2.1 Model architecture
Deep feedforward networks, also called feedforward neural networks orMulti-layer
Perceptrons (MLPs), represent the general foundation of deep learning architec-
tures. A feedforward network aims to learn a mapping function ŷ = 5 (x;Θ) that
maps the input data to y by adjusting the parameters Θ to result in the best
prediction . As shown in Fig. 2.2, the mapping function 5 (·), is commonly com-
posed of a number of intermediate functions 5 (1) , . . . , 5 (=) that are parametrized
by ) (1) , . . . , ) (=) respectively. It can be represented as a chain function as











Here we omit the arguments {) (;) }=
;=1 to shorten notation and Θ = {)
(1) , ..., ) (=) }
is the parameter set of the network. The model is thus called feedforward because
there is no feedback connections between the output ŷ and the input x. Note that
dimensions of x and ŷ do not need to be equal, and ŷ can also be a scalar ŷ. The
overall length of the chain function defines the depth (the number of layers) of
the feedforward model. In this case, we have a =-depth or =-layer model. The last
layer of the network 5 (=) is called the output layer, the other = − 1 layers from
5 (1) to 5 (=−1) are called hidden layers that produce hidden features h(;) , and the
input layer connects to the input variables, as shown in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Top: A general structure of deep feedforward networks that consist of a broad
class of feedforward mapping functions, i.e., layers {5 (;) (·;) (;) )}=
;=1, that map
from an input x to the output ŷ. Bottom: A simple example of a two-layer
feedforward network, i.e., a binary classifier that outcomes as either a 1 ’dog’ or
0 ’not’. This simple model consists of an input layer, i.e. a 3-dimensional vector
x representing an image of ’dog’, a hidden layer containing five units h(1) as
the hidden representation, and an output layer containing a single unit as the
final prediction. In this example, the model outputs ŷ = 0.9 as the probability
of class ’dog’, while the ground truth y = 1.
A given layerh(;) ∈ R<; , consists ofmany parallel units or neurons {ℎ (;)1 , ℎ
(;)
2 , . . . , ℎ
(;)
<; }.
Each neuron ℎ (;)
8
represents a single vector-to-scalar function 5 (;)
8
(·) that takes
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units from its previous layer, i.e. h(;−1) ∈ R<;−1 , as input to computer its own
activation value. Thus, each unit in the ; -th layer of the deep feedforward network
























∈ R<;−1 is the weight vector, 1 (;)
8
is the bias parameter, X (;) (·) denotes
the non-linear activation function at the ; -th layer, 8 = 1, 2, . . . ,<; , and h(0) = x.





] (;) ∈ R<;−1×<; , b (;) ∈ R<;
)
: ; = 1, 2, . . . , =
}
, (2.3)
where <; and <;−1 denote the of the number of units at the ; -th layer and the
; -1-th layer respectively.
2.2.2 Non-linearity
The non-linear activation function X (·) is a key component of neural networks
since it enables the network to learn complex non-linear mappings between the
network’s inputs and its outputs, which are essential for modeling complex high
dimensionality data, such as images, video, audio and so on. Without a non-linear
activation function, a deep neural network would behave just like a linear model
regardless of how complex its architecture is, because summing all its layers would
just result in a simple linear transformation from input to output.
Modern neural network models may use linear activation functions in the output
layer, while in other layers they often apply non-linear activation functions such
as the rectified linear unit (ReLU [41]) that is defined as
X (I8) = ReLU(I8) = max(0, I8) , (2.4)
where I8 = w
(;)T
8
h(;−1) + 1 (;)
8
, denotes one unit of the ; -th layer. Note that we omit
the layer superscript (;) of I8 and X to simplify the notation.
The ReLU activation function is the default option in many deep networks since
it is computationally efficient and yet maintains better gradient flow compared to
sigmoid (eq. 2.7) and tanh, i.e., 4
I8−4−I8
4I8 +4−I8 , which are prone to the vanishing gradient
problem [42]. However, ReLU tends to result in dead neurons. For example, if
the units are not activated initially, then they are always in the off-state as zero
gradients flow through them. This can be addressed by enforcing a small negative
gradient flow through the network, such as the Leaky ReLU [43] activation function.
Another popular activation function is the PReLU [44] given as
X (I8 ;U) = PReLU(I8 ;U) =
{
UI8 if I8 < 0
I8 otherwise
, (2.5)
where the parameter U is a learnable parameter.
There are many other types of activation functions more commonly found in the
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output units such as softmax that is defined as





which ensures that the output values are in the range (0, 1) and always sum to 1.
When we are performing multi-class classification, we commonly use softmax in
the output layer of our model. For binary or multi-label classification tasks, B86<>83
activation is a default choice that is defined as
X (I8) = sigmoid(I8) =
1
1 + 4−I8 . (2.7)
Thus, when using the sigmoid as the output activation function and ReLU in the
hidden layer, our 2-layer toy model for dog classification (shown in Figure 2.2) can
be written as





















where Θ = {] (1) ∈ R3×5, b (1) ∈ R5,] (2) ∈ R5×1, 1 (2) ∈ R1}, and x ∈ R3. The
parameterΘ set of this 2-layermodel contains a total of 26 learnable weights.
2.2.3 Cost functions
The choice of the cost function is an important aspect for designing a deep neural
network. The cost function makes it possible to train a deep learning model using
gradient-based optimizers via backpropagation to update the parameters through
minimizing the cost function.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the training process of a deep model. Generally, one single
training iteration consists of two propagation processes: forward propagation (for-
wardprop) and back-propagation (backprop)2. Forward and backward propagation
depend on each other. During training the forwardprop traverses the model onward
and computes all the variables on its path. These are used by backprop where the
compute order on the path is reversed with a gradient-based algorithm, such as
stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which adjust the model’s parameters Θ in the
direction of its gradient ∇Θ.
The cost function can be written as an average over the training set (the data-
generating distribution ?data), such as
 (Θ) = E(x,y)∼?data!(5 (x;Θ), y) , (2.9)
2. Note that backpropagation needs to reuse the stored intermediate values from forward propagation
to avoid duplicate calculations. The computer thus needs to retain the intermediate values until
backpropagation is finished. That is one of the reasons why training requires significantly more
memory and easily results in out of memory issues in particular when training deeper models
with larger batch size.
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Figure 2.3: An overview of model training process. When training neural networks, we
alternate forward propagation with backpropagation and updating model pa-
rameters using gradients ∇Θ  (Θ) given by a cost function  (Θ).
where ! is the per-sample loss function, 5 (x;Θ) is our model that produces
the output ŷ when the input is x, and ?data is the training sample generating
distribution.
In practice, we can compute these expectations by randomly sampling a mini-batch
of samples {x (1) , ..., x (<) } with corresponding ground truth y(8) from the dataset
?data, then taking the average over only these mini-batch samples. When both
x (i) and y(8) are discrete, the mini-batch cost function can be written as













Hence, the mini-batch3 gradient ∇Θ of the loss with respect to the parameter set
Θ can be expressed as
















A common used loss function ! in classification settings is the binary cross-entropy
loss, also called Bernoulli cross-entropy, defined as
! = !124 (y, ŷ) = − (y log (ŷ) + (1 − y) log (1 − ŷ)) , (2.12)
where y is the label (e.g., 1 for “dog” and 0 for “not-dog” in our dog classifica-
tion model), and ŷ is the predicted class (e.g., "dog") probability for the input
sample.
For multi-class cases, the cross-entropy loss, also called categorical cross-entropy,
is given as





y9 log(ŷ9 ) , (2.13)
3. The mini-batch approach is the default method to implement the gradient descent algorithm
in deep learning. Because the mini-bath gradient descent often provides more stable and faster
convergence towards the global minimum since an average gradient over< samples results in
less noise. However, a new hyperparameter<, known as the mini-batch size, is introduced, which
often has a significant impact on the neural network’s overall performance.
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where 2 > 1 denotes the number of classes (i.e., the number of scalar values in the
model output ŷ or the target vector y: one-hot-encoding), ŷ9 is 9 -th scalar value
in ŷ, y9 is the corresponding target value, and each input sample x only belongs
to just one class. Thus, the mini-batch cost function for a multi-class classification
model can be given as











A cost-function for multi-label cases, i.e. multi-label bernoulli cross-entropy loss,
is given as





y9 log(ŷ9 ) + (1 − y9 ) log(1 − ŷ9 ) . (2.15)
Here we assume there are multiple classes (i.e., 2 labels), and the model tries to
decide for each class whether the input belongs to or contains that class or not.
In other words, each input data x can belong to multiple labels. This is called
multi-label classification that differs from multi-class classification tasks.
2.2.4 Optimization
The training of a deep model is usually performed by minimizing the cost function
using a form of gradient descent through backpropation. A commonly utilized
gradient-based optimization algorithm for deep learning is the mini-batch stochas-
tic gradient descent (SGD) which is given as
Θ = Θ − [∇Θ , (2.16)
where [ is the learning rate, i.e., the step size of the update per mini-batch training
iteration. One may combine SGD with algorithms such as the momentum algorithm
[45] defined as
Λ = nΛ − [∇Θ , (step-1)
Θ = Θ + Λ , (step-2)
whereΛ is a velocity variable to accumulate the model’s gradient with a momentum
factor n. In other words, the momentum algorithm incorporates previous gradi-
ents estimates for the current parameter update. The step size of the parameter
update can be larger with a velocity variable when gradients point in the same
direction. This allows for faster convergence than the SGD without applying the
momentum.
Many other kinds of optimization algorithms with adaptive learning rates, such as
RMSProp [28], AdaGrad [46], Adadelta [47] and Adam [48] are widely used. Each
algorithm aims to address the challenge of optimizing deep models by adapting
the learning rate for each model parameter, however, there is no consensus on
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which algorithm should be choose to use for a specific model. The choice generally
depends on the user’s familiarity with the optimizer and the model for ease of
hyperparmeter tuning. A more detailed discussion of various optimization methods




This chapter presents a brief introduction to Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs
or ConvNets for short) [49], which is relevant background material for all pa-
pers.
ConvNets are a powerful type of neural network for recognizing patterns in data
that has a grid-like structure, such as time-series data (1D grid), image data that
consists of 2D grid of pixels, and videos (3D-grid). On the one hand, ConvNets
are also made up of neurons with learnable weights and biases, just as standard
deep feedforward networks (explained in the previous chapter 2.2). Each neuron
takes some inputs, does a dot product, and then executes the activation function.
The entire CNN network still defines a single differentiable function from input to
output, which still has a cost function for training. All of the methods developed
for training deep feedforward networks are still applicable to ConvNets.
ConvNet architectures, on the other hand, make the explicit assumption that the
input neurons in the network are locally connected, as opposed to fully connected
neural networks (described in chapter 2.2) in which all units are connected. The
convolutional operator simply encodes local connectivity, and its weight parameters
can be shared across the entire grid-like data to detect hidden features, implying
that the convolution operation is independent of input size. Figure 3.1 illustrates
an example of a convolution operation on an input image with single kernel. These
then make the forward function more efficient to implement and considerably
reduce the amount of parameters in the network. Furthermore, the ConvNet
provides translation equivariance that offers a mechanism to learn a model that
takes into account the spatial property of the input data. By combining convolutions
with spatial pooling operators (see Section 3.4), an approximative translation
invariance can also be achieved in neural networks.
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Figure 3.1: An example of a convolutional operation.
3.1 Standard convolution
Mathematically, a convolution is an integration of the product of two functions (G
and F) assuming one function G (·) is reversed and shifted by a value of C over
another function F (·), that is typically denoted with an asterisk as (G ∗F) (C):
G (C) ∗F (C) =
∫ ∞
−∞
G (g)F (C − g)3g︸                    ︷︷                    ︸
(G∗F) (C )
. (3.1)
In convolutional network terminology, the function G (·) is referred to as the input,
such a 2D image, and the second function F (·) as the kernel (vector/matrix)
or filter1. The output is referred to as the feature map that is detected by the
parameters (kernel weights plus an optional bias term) of the filter.
In practice, we can implement the infinite integration as a summation over a finite
number of array elements. Assume our input consists of 2D image data X with
elements -8, 9 , and the output Z with the same format as X, given a 2D kernel K
with elements  <,=, we thus can define the discrete convolution (convolving K
across X) as:












-8+<,9+= <,= ; without flipping the kernel, also called cross-correlation.
(3.2)
Note that the mathematical definition of a convolution is not equivalent to the dot
product between image region and filter kernel, but to the dot product between
the image region and the flipped kernel. The convolution operation, as used in
most deep learning libraries, is referred to as cross-correlation (i.e., sliding dot
product). However, since the filter kernels contain the weights that are eventually
1. A filter is actually a set of kernels with an optional bias term, although we sometimes use filter
and kernel interchangeably in the context of convolutional networks. The number of filters always
equals to the number of feature maps in next layer, while the number of kernels in each filter
commonly equals to the number of feature maps in this layer.
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Figure 3.2: An example of multi-channel 2D input. The convolution computation (cross-
correlation) uses one filter including 3 kernels (size of 2 × 2) and 1 bias term,
with 3 input channels (spatial resolution of 3 × 3, i.e. height × width) and 1
output channel (2 × 2). The input and output have different height and width
due to no padding.
learned throughout the training, the convolutional network can learn either filter
weights, which correspond to a flipped or a regular kernel. The depth of a filter
kernel is often needed to be equal to the depth (i.e., channel) of the input data
(for example, the channel of an RGB image is three), As illustrated in Figure 3.2,
a filter kernel produces a two-dimensional output with a depth of one, which we
refer to as a feature map (also called activation map).
3.2 Variants of the convolution
There are currently many convolutional variants that aim to improve the convolu-
tional operation with fewer parameters and better computational efficiencies, such
as grouped convolutions [41, 50, 51, 52], dilated or altrous convolutions [53, 54, 55],
and depthwise separale convolutions [56, 57, 58], among others [59, 60, 61].
3.2.1 Grouped convolution
The use of grouped convolutions dates back to AlexNet [41] with the motivation
for distributing the model over two GPUs. It was used later by architectures such as
ResNeXt [50] and many others [50, 51]. The input channels are commonly divided
into  groups in a grouped convolution, and regular convolutions are performed
separately within each group. Each output channel is thus just connected to a
subset of the input channels in this manner. Compared to a regular convolution
using a full connectivity pattern, grouped convolutions can reduce the parameter
size and computational cost.
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3.2.2 Dilated or altrous convolution
Dilated convolutions [53], also know as altrous convoluions [54], have been demon-
strated to improve performance in many classification and segmentation tasks
[62, 52, 63, 64]. One of the main advantages of using dilated convolutions is
that it allows us to adjust the filter’s receptive field flexibly to obtain multi-scale
information without resorting to down- and up-scaling operations. A 2D dilated
convolution operator can be defined as






-8+A<,9+A= <,= , (3.3)
where ∗A denotes a dilated convolution operator and dilation rate A ∈ Z+ is a
positive integer. In a dilated convolution, a kernel size, e.g. (" × # ), is effectively
enlarged to (" + (" − 1) (A − 1))×(# + (# − 1) (A − 1)) with the dilation factor
A . As a special case, a dilated convolution with dilation rate A = 1 corresponds to a
standard convolution.
Figure 3.3: An illustration of a standard convolution and a depthwise convolution.
3.2.3 Depthwise separable convolution
Depthwise separable convolutions were at first introduced in Xception [56], and
were wildly used in MobileNet architectures [57, 65, 66]. Depthwise separable
convolution is built on a depthwise convolution followed by a pointwise convolution
(i.e., a 1×1 convolution). Unlike a standard convolution that conducts convolution
on all channels at once, a depthwise convolution performs convolution on each
channel separately. In other words, each output channel has an independent
convolution kernel corresponding to each input channel as shown in Fig. 3.3.
Roughly speaking, it’s computational cost is the total of the costs of the depthwise
and pointwise operations. It gives a computation reduction of around 8 times
less operations when compared to a regular convolution with a kernel size of
3 × 3.
Depthwise and grouped convolutions have a lot in common. Depthwise convolu-
tions use a set of independent kernels for each input channel, whereas grouped
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convolutions use a set of independent kernels for each channel group. These fea-
ture maps obtained by depthwise convolutions are stacked together and then the
pointwise convolution is applied to output the desired number of channels.
3.3 Convolutional layers
The convolutional layer is the core building block of a ConvNet. Deep CNN models
prove very effective with stacking many convolutional layers, which allow layers
close to the input to learn low-level features (e.g., lines, edges) and layers deeper
in the model to learn high-order or more abstract features, like shapes or specific
objects.
A convolutional layer commonly consists of many convolutional filters that extract
several different activation maps. The number of filters determines the depth
dimension (channel) of the convolution layer’s output that stacks all feature maps
detected by the individual filters. Other properties, such as stride, padding and
kernel size can be specified for each convolution layer in deep learning libraries.
These hyperparameters affect the size of the output feature map. Figure 3.4 shows
an example of convolutional layer with strides and padding operations.
Figure 3.4: An example of convolutional layer (kernel: 3 × 3) with strides (3, 3) and zero-
padding (1, 1), ReLU and following by a max-pooling to keep only the maximum
value for 2 × 2 region in the feature map.
Specifically, the Stridemeans the number of rows and columns traversed per sliding
kernel window. In our previous examples, we default to sliding one pixel at a time
from the upper-left to the lower-right. However, sometimes we want to move our
windowmore than one pixel at a time by skipping the intermediate pixels, such that
we can perform downsampling. For example, stride 2 is often used to downsample
the spatial dimension of the input by half.
The Padding method is used to conserve information at the borders of our input
image or feature maps, which may lead to better performance. There exist many
padding approaches, such as zero-padding (add zeros symmetrically around the
edges of an input), reflection-padding (reflect the input values across the border
axis) and replication-padding (extend by replicating the values along borders)
[67], and so on. There is no consensus on which padding scheme is the best yet,
but the most commonly used method is zero-padding because of its simplicity,
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computational efficiency and performance. This approach is adopted by many
high-performing CNNs models such as the ResNet [14].
The Kernels used in a convolution layer commonly have odd number size, such as
1× 1, 3× 3 , 5× 5 , or 7× 7 as the height and width values. In practice, we choose
odd number kernel sizes and padding to precisely preserve spatial dimensionality
while padding with the same number of rows on top and bottom, and the same
number of columns on left and right. In other words, for any 2D input X, when the
kernel’s size is an odd number and the number of padding rows and columns on
all sides are the same, producing an output with the same height and width as the
input. Choosing an appropriate kernel size will be dependent on your task and
data, but smaller kernel sizes (e.g. 3× 3) in general lead to better performance for
the image classification task because we are allowed to stack deeper convention
layers together to learn more rich and robust features [14].
3.4 Pooling and fully-connected layers
A pooling operator, which is a parameter-free down sampling operation, is often
added after the convolution layers, specifically, after a non-linearity (e.g. ReLU,
see Section 2.2.2) has been applied to the convolution feature maps. Pooling
computes a summary value for each small local patch on the feature map, thereby
making the feature representations become robust (approximately invariant) to
small translations of the input. This is referred to by the technical phrase “local
translation invariance” that means that if we translate the input by a small amount,
the values of most of the pooled outputs do not change.
Figure 3.5: A simple example of 2D CNN network for classification of RGB images with fully
connected layers. Conv1 and Conv2 layers consist of Conv3×3+ReLU+Conv3×
3+ReLU+Max-pooling. FC1 and FC2 denote the fully connected (FC) layer 1
and layer 2. Here y is the label, i.e., 1 for class "dog" and 0 for "not-dog", and ŷ
is the predicted probability of class "dog" for the input image.
Like convolutional layers, pooling operators require a fixed-shape kernel (known
as the pooling window) that is sliding over all regions in the input according
to a selected stride, computing a single value for each location traversed by the
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pooling window. The pooling layers are deterministic and parameter-free, typically
calculating either the maximum (as illustrated in Figure 3.4) or the average value
of the features in the pooling window. These operations are therefore called max-
pooling and average-pooling respectively, and are two commonly used pooling
methods in many modern deep ConvNet models.
The fully connected layers in a convolutional network, that are commonly used as
the final layers in image classification models, are essentially feedforward neural
networks (generally a two or three layer MLPs). They are typically used to map the
activation features produced by the concatenation of convolutional, nonlinearity,
rectification, and pooling layers into a class probability vector. With the exception
of the input layer, individual fully connected layers operate identically to the layers
of the MLP as discussed in Section 2.2. Figure 3.5 shows a simple example of 2D
CNN network with fully connected layers for classification of RGB images.
4
Autoencoders
In this chapter, we will briefly introduce autoencoders and focus on two types of
autoencoders: traditional autoencoders and variational autoencoders, to provide
mathematical background on how these neural architectures work. The material
covered in this chapter serves as the foundation for Papers II and III.
4.1 Traditional autoencoders
Figure 4.1: The concept structure of an traditional/undercomplete autoencoder, mapping
an input x to an output r through an internal/latent representation or code z.
In this simple example, it consists of a two layer encoder that maps the input
(nine dimensional vector) into a two dimensional code. A two layer decoder is
then used to map the code back to the nine dimensional output.
An autoencoder (AE) is a special type of neural network that uses input data to learn
a latent-space representation (also known as a bottleneck) and then reconstructs
the output from this representation. This latent representation represents the data’s
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most essential features/characteristics. The data can take the form of speech, text,
picture, or video, among other things.
Internally, a standard AE consists of two main parts, the encoder that maps the
input data x to its latent representation z (described as a code that is present
at the bottleneck), and the decoder that maps the code back to the output r
(Figure 4.1). The traditional autoencoder whose code dimension is much less than
the input dimension is called undercomplete [28]. Learning an undercomplete
representation forces the autoencoder to extract the most salient features from
the training samples. Hence, the bottleneck is the key attribute of a standard AE
model. It constrains the model to learn compression of the input data rather than
memorize a training sample to accurately build its reconstruction.
The AE model can be trained by the standard backpropagation procedure as
show in Figure 4.2. In practice, both the encoder and decoder functions can be
represented as one or more feedforward neural layers or convolutional layers.
The encoder function 5 maps the input data x with learnable parameters 5 to
its code z, i.e., z = 5 (x; 5). The decoder function, denoted by 6 with learnable
parameters ) , maps the latent space to the output r = 6 (z;) ). The loss function
L, such as the mean squared error (MSE), measures the difference between the
input x and its reconstruction r . Therefore, autoencoders learn unsupervised (or
self-supervised) and can be trained by gradient methods (such as gradient decent
or stochastic gradient descent) through backpropagation to update the weights




8=1(G8 − A8)2, where x, r ∈ R=.
There are many various techniques in order to improve their performance to
capture important features and learn richer representations, such as the Denoising
Auto-Encoder (DAE) [68] which changes the learning objective of the AE from
reconstruction to denoising of the input, the Sparse Auto-Encoder (SAE) [69]
that adds sparsity regularization to avoid that the model can learn the identity
mapping, the Contractive Auto-Encoder (CAE) [70] that tries to learn more robust
representations, and so on. For a review and more details about these AE variations
and extensions, we refer the reader to [28].
4.2 Variational autoencoders
Variational autoencoders (VAE) [71] belong to the families of variational Bayesian
methods with a multivariate distribution as prior, and a posterior approximated by
an artificial neural network, forming the so-called variational encoder-decoder struc-
ture [72]. VAEs have emerged as one of the most popular methods to unsupervised
learning in generating many kinds of complicated distributions, including handwrit-
ten digits [71], CIFAR images [73], faces [74, 75], and segmentation [76].
From a systemic point of view, both the classical autoencoder and the variational
autoencoders take a collection of high dimensional data as input. Then they encode
the input into a latent space, which they then decode in order to reconstruct it as
precisely as possible. Figure 4.2 illustrates the block schemes of both AE and VAE
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Figure 4.2: The systemic pipelines of an original autoencoder (AE) and a variational autoen-
coder (VAE). Top: AE where 5 (x) is the encoding function,6(z) is the decoding
function, and L(x, r) is a loss function. Bottom : VAE where the encoder learns
a vector of means - and standard deviations 2 as the parameters of the vari-
ational distribution, then the latent code z is sampled from the latent space
through re-parameterization (the mixture of learned multivariate Gaussian and
normal distributions), and the Kullback–Leibler (KL-loss) divergence between
the latent space and normal Gaussians is introduced accordingly to the VAE
model. Both AEs and VAEs are appealing because they can be constructed on
top of a variety of neural networks and trained using stochastic gradient descent
via backpropagation.
models. Despite their architectural similarities, the mathematical formulas differ
substantially. The main difference is that in VAEs, the latent space is composed of
a mixture of distributions rather than a fixed vector as in AEs.
Specifically from a statistical point of view, the goal of the VAE is to learn a distri-
bution ?\ (x) over a multi-dimensional variable x characterized by an unknown
probability density function. One of the main reasons for modelling distributions is
that we can draw samples from the learned distribution to generate new plausible
values of x. The probability of ?\ (x) can be described as a marginalization of a





?\ (x, z)3z , (4.1)
where ) denotes the set of the learnable network parameters. We typically use
the product of the likelihood ?\ (x |z) and the prior ? (z) to describe the joint




?\ (x |z)? (z)3z . (4.2)
The likelihood ?\ (x |z) describes how to compute the distribution over the observed
data x given latent variable z. However, we may wish to obtain the latent variable
z (feature representations) given input x, which is described in the posterior
distribution ?\ (z |x). Based on Bayes’ theorem, the posterior can be defined as:
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?\ (z |x) =
?\ (x |z)? (z)
?\ (x)
. (4.3)
Unfortunately, computing ?\ (x) to obtain z, as defined as Eq. 4.2, is quite difficult,
or even intractable in many cases. It is thus necessary to approximate the posterior
distribution ?\ (z |x) by another parametric distribution @q (z |x) with 5 as the
learnable parameters. In this way, the overall problem can be translated into the
autoencoder framework, in which
• the approximation function @q (z |x) plays a similar role as the encoder func-
tion 5 (x; 5) in AE, but involving a re-parameterization process to generate
samples from the latent space.
• the conditional probability ?\ (x |z) defines a generative model, also know as
probabilistic decoder that servers as the decoder function 6(z;) ) in AE.
4.2.1 ELBO loss function
For variational autoencoders, we need to define a differentiable loss function in
order to optimize both the generativemodel (decoder) parameters) and estimation
(encoder) parameters 5 by minimizing the reconstruction error and the distance
between the estimated distribution @q (z |x) and the real one ?\ (z |x). In practice,
mean squared error and cross entropy represent good options for the reconstruction
loss L (x, r), and the reverse Kullback-Leibler ( !) divergence1 is a good choice
to measure the distance between the two distributions. The reverse  ! divergence
between @q (z |x) and ?\ (z |x) is given as
 !
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∫
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3z ; Because ? (I,G)=? (G |I)? (I)
= log?\ (x) + Ez∼@q (z |x) [log
@q (z |x)
? (z) − log?\ (x |z)]
= log?\ (x) +  !
(
@q (z |x) | | ? (z)
)
− Ez∼@q (z |x) log?\ (x |z) .
(4.4)
1. KL divergence is not symmetric. Commonly,  ! (? | | @) is defined as the forward KL divergence
and ! (@ | | ?) is the reverse KL divergence, where ? denotes a prior/true probability distribution
and @ is a ’prediction’ distribution.
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Once re-arranging the left and right hand side of the above equation, we can write
the loss function as
L\,q = − log?\ (x) +  !
(
@q (z |x) | | ?\ (z |x)
)
= −Ez∼@q (z |x) log?\ (x |z) +  !
(




In Variational Bayesian methods, this loss function is also known as evidence lower
bound (ELBO) loss function. The “lower bound” part in the name comes from the
fact that KL divergence is always non-negative and it is thus correct to assert that
−L\,q ≤ log?\ (x).
4.2.2 Re-parameterization
The expectation term in the ELBO loss function invokes generating stochastic sam-
ples from the latent space to feed the probabilistic decoder. Such stochastic sam-
pling is a non-differentiable operation and thus we cannot backpropagate the gra-
dient. To make the ELBO formulation suitable for training, the re-parameterization
trick is introduced with an assumption that the latent space can be considered as
multivariate Gaussian distributions, i.e.,
z ∼ @q (z |x) = N(-,22)
z = - + 2 · & , where & ∼ N(0, I) ; Re-parameterization.
(4.6)
The re-parameterization trick also works for other distributions different from
Gaussian. In the multivariate Gaussian case, we make the VAE model trainable
by learning the mean and standard deviation of the variational distribution, i.e.
(-,2) = 5q (x; 5), explicitly using the re-parameterization trick, while the stochas-
ticity remains in the random variable & ∼ N(0, I) that is excluded from the
updating process as shown in Figure 4.2.
The overall differentiable loss function for this VAE model can thus be given as






| | N (0, I)
)
. (4.7)
It consists of two terms. The first one represents the reconstruction loss as discussed
earlier in AEs and the second term (KL-loss) ensures that our learned distribution




Graph neural networks (GNNs) are neural network models that capture the depen-
dence of graphs via message passing between the nodes of graphs. In recent years,
variants of GNNs have demonstrated salient performances on many deep learning
tasks, such as social networks [77, 78], bio-chemistry [79, 80], and so on. Variants
of GNNs have also been increasingly explored in various image analysis tasks that
include image classification [81, 82], semantic segmentation [83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88],
few-shot and zero-shot learning [89, 90, 91], and have demonstrated very promising
performance for various image-level reasoning tasks while significantly reducing
the computational cost [81].
In this chapter, we briefly review the graph neural networks that provide the
backbone of Papers II-IV. Here we will limit the discussion to some relevant
background about the graph theory and a few representative GNN models.
Figure 5.1: The concept diagram of graph nodes and edges
5.1 Graph definition
Consider a graph G = (V, E) that consists of a set V = {E8 = (8, x8) : 8 = 1, 2, . . . , =}
of = vertices or nodes, where x8 ∈ R3 denotes feature vectors for node E8 , and an
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associated set of edges E = {Y8 9 = (8, 9, U8 9 ) : 8 = 1, 2, . . . , =, 9 = 1, 2, . . . , =}, where
U8 9 represents the weight associated to the node pair (E8 , E 9 ) directed from E8 to
E 9 as shown in Figure 5.1. The graph, G, can be also represented by (A, X), where
the adjacency matrix1 A =





U=1 · · · U==
 ∈ R=×= is composed of each link
weight U8 9 ≥ 0 ∈ R, and the feature matrix X = [x1, x2, ..., x=] ∈ R=×3 contains
feature vectors for each node.
Figure 5.2 illustrates simplified directed and undirected graphs with their associated
adjacency matrices having a self-loop (i.e., all diagonal entries are 1) and no self-
loop (i.e., all diagonal entries are 0), respectively.
Figure 5.2: Examples of directed and undirected graphs with their adjacency matrices. Top:
an undirected graphwith its representing adjacencymatrix (symmetric) without
self-loop. Bottom: a directed graph with its adjacency matrix (asymmetric)
having self-loop.
5.2 Message passing
A GNN generalizes the convolution operator to irregular/structure domains. This
may be expressed as a "message passing" or a "neighborhood aggregation" scheme
in the graph structures [92]. GNN learns latent features, Z(;) , by recursively ag-
gregating the information (features) from neighbouring nodes in the graph. The
generalized Message-Passing (MP) architecture can be defined as
Z(;) = MP
(
Ã, Z(;−1) ;) (;)
)
, ; = 1, 2, . . . , : , (5.1)
where Z(;−1) denotes the node features at the (; − 1)-th layer and Z(0) = X, ) (;)
are the trainable parameters of the ; -th layer, Z(;) is the latent embedding space
1. The adjacency matrix A is a square matrix used to represent a finite graph. The elements of
the matrix indicate whether pairs of vertices are connected or not. Note that we assume G is a
weighted graph instead of binary one in this paper.
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computed after (;) layers and MP(·) denotes the message-passing function. Note
that A is often re-normalized in a particular way to a normalized matrix Ã based
on the specific GNN variant [93, 79].
The most common GNNs follow the message-passing strategy that can be general-
ized as Eq. 5.1. A simplified message passing process on a 4-node directed graph
with self-loop is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: An illustration of message passing process on a simple directed graph. Top left:
the graph containing 4 nodes with corresponding feature vectors, i.e., x1, x2,
x3 and x4. Bottom left: the representing adjacency matrix A and the associated
feature matrix X, note that each row of X represents the features of each node.
Top right: the message passing process, e.g., for node-1, first gathers (e.g., sum)
all each node’s neighborhood features (e.g., x1 + x2), and then learns a new
representation for each node (e.g., z1). Bottom right: the message passing
pipeline with a dense representation, e.g., Z = MP(AX;) ).
There are many kinds of implementations of the message-passing function. In this
section, we mainly exploit two representative GNN variants: the spectral-based
method - Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [93], and the spatial-based method
- Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) [79].
5.3 Spectral GCNs
Spectral GCNs were first proposed by Bruna et al. [94] to define parameterized
filters derived from spectral graph theory that can be used in a multi-layer neural
network model, akin to "classical" CNNs. Defferrard et al. [95] improved it by
approximating smooth filters in the spectral domain using Chebyshev polynomials.
Simplifications were further introduced by Kipf and Welling [93] to allow for faster
training times and higher performance in many cases. We will follow the notation
of Kipf and Welling to briefly summarize the main idea behind GCNs.
The GCN proposed by Kipf and Welling [93] was presented as the first-order ap-
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proximation of the spectral GNN [96], and implements a message-passing function
by a combination of linear transformations over one-hop neighbourhoods and






where X denotes the non-linearity function (e.g. ReLU), and Ã is the normalized
version of A with self-loops2 given as
Ã = D−
1
2 (A + I)D 12 . (5.3)
Here D denotes the degree matrix3 that is defined as 88 =
∑
9 (A + I)8 9 , and I is
the identity matrix. By re-normalizating the adjacency matrix (as Eq. 5.3) with the
node degree matrix D, both the vanishing or exploding gradient problem and the
numerical instabilities caused by the sensitivity to the scale of each input feature
when training such networks can be avoided [98].
5.4 Spatial GNNs
Unlike the spectral-based GNN, GIN [79] was proposed as a spatial-based method
that updates the node embedding based on the spatial relations of vertices. More

















∈ Z(;) is the feature vector of node E8 at the ; -th layer, NE8 represents a
set of nodes adjacent to E8 , MLP(;) denotes the MLP at layer ; , andl (;) is a learnable









Comparing Eq. 5.5 to Eq. 5.2, the major difference between the GIN and the GCN
is that the normalized adjacency matrix Ã is replaced by
(
l (;) I + (I + A)
)
. We
can therefore consider the GIN as a special version of the GCN that takes the raw
adjacency matrix with a learnable or fixed-scaled diagonal matrix rather than using
a Laplacian normalized one for message propagation.
2. A self-loop denotes an edge that connects a node to itself. Note that only nodes that have self-loops
will include their own features in the aggregate of the features of neighbor nodes.
3. The degree matrix is a diagonal matrix which contains the degree of each node—that is, the




This chapter provides a short overview of deep segmentation networks and appli-
cations in remote sensing. This is relevant for all papers.
The semantic segmentation task consists of classifying each pixel of an image
into a specific thematic class. This is a key challenge in scene understanding and
interpretation. In the remote sensing domain, image segmentation can be used for
land cover mapping that refers to the assignment of a specific land-cover (semantic)
category to every pixel in remote sensing imagery as shown in Figure 1.1. Although
traditional shallow models (e.g., PCNN [99], SVMs [100], Random Forest [101])
for image segmentation have been explored in the past, they heavily relied on
hand-crafted features or super-pixel maps to generate pixel-wise predictions. In
this work, we will limit the discussion to deep learning based methods, such as
CNNs, that are end-to-end trainable for image segmentation.
6.1 Architectures
6.1.1 Fully convolutional networks
Long et al. [102] proposed a fully convolutional network (FCN) for semantic
segmentation, which was one of the first high impact CNN-based segmentation
models. The FCN does not contain any fully connected layers and directly pro-
duces pixel-wise predictions in an end-to-end trainable way. The authors utilized
deconvolutions (fractional strided convolutions) or bilinear interpolation for grad-
ual upsampling, from which the pixel-wise output can be generated. Furthermore,
shallower layer activation maps were proposed to be fused into the output to retain
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high-spatial-resolution information as the convolved input data flows deeper into
the network.
Zhao et al. [103] improved the feature fusing operation in the FCN by using a
spatial pyramid pooling module, which is the so called pyramid scene parsing
network (PSPNet). The proposed spatial pyramid pooling module aims to encode
multi-scale contextual information. It makes use of multiple pooling operations and
CNNs followed by upsampling and concatenation layers to produce a multi-scale
contextual representation from the incoming features, commonly the activation
maps from the last convolution layer in the encoder. Finally, the multi-scale contex-
tual representation is fed into a convolution layer to calculate the final pixel-wise
prediction. Further, Chen et al. [62] proposed DeepLabv3+ that encodes multi-
scale contextual information by using several parallel dilated convolutions with
different rates (called Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling). The encoder features are
first bilinearly upsampled and then concatenated with the corresponding low-level
features. Because the low-level features typically contain a large number of chan-
nels, which may outweigh the importance of the rich encoder features, there is
1 × 1 convolution applied on the low-level features to reduce the number of chan-
nels before concatenation. Finally, a few 3 × 3 convolutions are used to refine the
features and produce the predictions.
6.1.2 Encoder-decoder networks
Current popular approaches, such as SegNet [104] and U-Net [105], make us
of so-called encoder-decoder segmentation architectures [106], and often con-
sist of an encoder network (a sequence of non-linear processing layers, such as
CNN+BN+ReLU+Pooling), and a corresponding decoder layers (typically CNNs
plus Upsampling) that is followed by a final pixel-wise classification layer (such as
CNN+Softmax). This architecture is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: Overview of the encoder-decoder segmentation network. Skip connections,
via addition or concatenation, are commonly used to pass features from the
encoder path to the decoder path in order to recover spatial information lost
during pooling (downsampling).
Specifically, SegNet [104] has a symmetric encoder-decoder structure. The decoder
uses pooling indices computed in the max-pooling step of the corresponding
encoder to perform non-linear upsampling. This eliminates the need for learning to
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upsample. The upsampled maps are sparse and are then convolved with trainable
filters to produce dense feature maps. Instead of keeping track of the pooling
indices, U-Net [105] proposed skip connections between the encoder and decoder
modules. The spatial information is able to be gradually recovered in the decoder
module by fusing skipped connections (e.g. via concatenation) from the encoder
module with upsampling (e.g. via transpose convolution) layers to improve the
segmentation details. Adding skip-connections to the encoder-decoder networks
do not only improve the model’s accuracy but also address the problem of vanishing
gradients.
There are many modified versions, e.g. adding extra fusion or attention blocks in
encoder-decoder networks, which have been widely applied to semantic segmenta-
tion of nature images, i.e. on the PASCAL VOC 2012 benchmark [107]. Examples are
the ExFuse network [108], the Dual attention network [109], and the HRNet-OCR
[110].
6.2 Applications to remote sensing
The FCNs and encoder-decoder architectures have also been widely adapted and
applied to remote sensing domain, such as the ISPRS [111] Semantic Labeling
Contest [112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 16, 117, 118, 119, 120], and the DeepGlobe CVPR-2018
[10] challenge of automatic classification of land cover types [121, 122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127].
For instance,Sherrah [113] applied FCNs for semantic labelling of aerial imagery and
illustrated that higher accuracy can be achieved than with more traditional patch-
based approaches. Similarly, the stacked U-Nets architecture proposed in [125] for
land cover segmentation in remote sensing imagery merges high-resolution details
and long distance context information captured at low-resolution to generate seg-
mentation maps. Further, Kuo et al. [126] introduced an aggregation decoder in
combination with DeepLabV3 architecture to fuse different-level features progres-
sively from the encoder for final prediction, while the authors of [127] proposed a
dense fusion classmate network (DFCNet) that tried to fuse auxiliary training data
as "classmate" to capture supplementary features for land cover classification. One
of the main ideas behind all the architectures is to take into account the multi-level
context to improve the prediction of the segmentation. In general, these models
differ from each other in how they capture rich contextual information at multiple
scales, such as how to model local and non-local information of complex-shaped
and context-dependable objects. For instance, the car is more likely found on the
road than on the roof of a building.
In addition, deep learning has also been exploited for multi-modal data processing
in remote sensing. For example, Audebert et al. [16] proposed a multi-scale SegNet
approach (so-called FuseNet) to leverage both a large spatial context and the high
resolution data, while early and late fusion strategies of multi-modality data are
also exploited. However, such fusion techniques require that all modalities to be
available to the classification during both training and testing. Later, Kampffmeyere
eta al. [119] presented a novel CNN architecture based on so-called hallucination
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networks for urban land cover classification that were able to replace missing
data modalities in the test phase. This enables fusion capabilities even when data
modalities are missing in the test phase.
6.3 Evaluation metrics
Intuitively, a successful segmentation model is one which maximizes the overlap
between the predicted and true regions, since semantic segmentation is simply the
act of differentiating (recognizing) objects (regions) in an image based on their
different semantic properties. There are two popular overlap-based evaluation
metrics for this goal, the Dice (i.e. F1-score) and Jaccard coefficients or index (also
known as the intersection over union - IoU):
824 (, ) = 2‖ ∩ ‖‖‖ + ‖‖ , 0220A3 (, ) =
‖ ∩ ‖
‖ ∪ ‖ . (6.1)
Here,  and  denote two segmentation masks for a given class, ‖ · ‖ denotes the
norm of a given mask (for images, the area in pixels), and ∩, ∪ are the intersection
and union operators. Both the Dice and Jaccard indices are bounded between 0
(when there is no overlap) and 1 (when  and  overlaps). Figure 6.2 gives an
simple illustration of the Dice and Jaccard metrics.
Figure 6.2: An illustration of the Dice and Jaccard coefficients given two circles representing
the ground truth () and the predicted masks () for an arbitrary object.
In terms of the confusion matrix, the metrics can be calculated as following:
Dice = F1-score =
2)%
2)% + % + # , Jaccard = IoU =
)%
)% + % + # (6.2)
Here, )% - true positive, )# - true negative, % - false positive, and # - false
negative. In general, Dice and IoU are numerically quite comparable and both are
widely used in computer vision applications.
Part II





Dense Dilated Convolutions Merging Network for Land
Cover Classification
Qinghui Liu, Michael Kampffmeyer, Robert Jenssen, and Arnt-Børre Salberg
Journal of IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol 58.9, pp 6309-6320,
doi:10.1109/TGRS.2020.2976658, 2020.
In this work, we propose a novel DL architecture called the Dense Dilated Convolu-
tions Merging Network (DDCM-Net) for land cover classification of remote sensing
images. The proposed DDCM-Net consists of dense dilated convolutions’ merg-
ing (DDCM) modules with varying dilation rates. The DDCM module learns with
densely linked multiple dilated convolutions and outputs a fusion of all intermedi-
ate features while extracting multi-scale features at varying dilation rates without
reducing resolutions. This decreases computational redundancy and costs substan-
tially. DDCM’s computational efficiency and performance could be improved further
by combining grouped convolutions and striated operations as demonstrated in
our experiments. Hence, the proposed DDCM module is very light-weighted and
scalable that can be used as a simple, yet effective, encoder or decoder module for
semantic segmentation tasks.
Figure. 7.1 illustrates the end-to-end pipeline of the DDCM-Net combined with a
pre-trained model for land cover classification. We demonstrate the effectiveness,
robustness and flexibility of the proposed DDCM-Net on the publicly available
ISPRS Potsdam and Vaihingen data, as well as the DeepGlobe land cover dataset.
Our single model, trained on 3-band Potsdam (RGB-band) and Vaihingen (IRRG-
band) data, achieves better accuracy in terms of both mean intersection over
union (mIoU) and F1-score compared to other published models trained with more
than 3-band data (such as RBG/IRRG + DSM). The variants of our DDCM-Net
by using different combinations of dilations and densities for the DeepGlobe data
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set also demonstrated better performance but consumed much fewer computation
resources compared with other published methods.
Figure 7.1: End-to.end pipeline of DDCM-Net for semantic mapping of VHR Potsdam images.
The encoder of low level features encodes multi-scale contextual information
from the initial input images by a DDCM module (output 3-channel) using
3 × 3 kernels with 6 different dilation rates [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9]. The decoder of high
level features decodes highly abstract representations learned from a ResNet-
based backbone (output 1024-channel) by 2 DDCMmodules with rates [1, 2, 3, 4]
(output 36-channel) and [1] (output 18-channel) separately. The transformed
low-level and high-level feature maps by DDCMs are then fused together to infer
pixel-wise class probabilities. Here, ’p’ and ’up’ denote pooling and up-sampling
respectively.
7.1 Contributions by the author
• The idea was mainly conceived and developed by me with suggestions from
my co-authors.
• I made all implementations and ran all experiments.




Self-constructing Graph Neural Networks to Model Long-
range Pixel Dependencies for Semantic Segmentation of
Remote Sensing Images
Qinghui Liu, Michael Kampffmeyer, Robert Jenssen, and Arnt-Børre Salberg
International Journal of Remote Sensing, vol 42.16, pp 6184-6208,
doi:10.1080/01431161.2021.1936267, 2021
Global dependency is very important for many dense classification tasks. It has
been shown to improve semantic mapping performance by capturing rich non-local
contextual representations in remote sensing images. However, ConvNets do not
explicitly model the non-local information, particularly for pixel-wise prediction
tasks, because pure CNN models, in general, are building blocks that process one
local neighborhood at a time. Deep and dilated CNN layers are thus commonly
used to increase the field of view in current approaches aimed at obtaining rich
non-local context information. This significantly raises the model’s complexity and
memory consumption. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have recently emerged as
more powerful and efficient models for capturing global dependencies than CNNs,
but GNNs have been rarely deployed in dense prediction tasks in computer vision
domain due to lack of prior knowledge or dependency graphs.
In this work, we propose the Self-Constructing Graph (SCG) module that learns
long-range pixel-wise dependencies directly from image data. Various Graph mod-
els can then be applied on top of it to efficiently capture global contextual features
for improving semantic segmentation. In other words, the SCG module offers a
high degree of flexibility for building segmentation networks that seamlessly com-
bine the benefits of GNNs and CNNs. For example, the SCG-GCN model, that is
built upon SCG and graph convolutional networks (GCN) as shown in Figure 8.1,
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Figure 8.1: SCG-Net uses a conventional CNN backbone to learn a 2D feature map of an
input image. The SCG module then learns to transform the 2D feature map
into a latent graph structure G : (V, E), construct the global context relations
(Y8 9 ∈ E ) and assign feature vectors (x8) to the vertices (E8 ∈ V) of the graph.
The :-layer GNNs are then exploited to first update the node embedding along
the edges of graph with (: − 1) layers and finally predict the node labels, Z(:) ,
by the :-th GNN, the set of node labels are then projected back onto the original
2D plane to output the final segmentation results.
performs semantic segmentation in an end-to-end manner. It outperforms many
related models based on pure CNNs on the publicly available ISPRS Potsdam and
Vaihingen datasets while using fewer parameters and paying much lower com-
putational costs. Our comprehensive ablation experiments also demonstrate that
our methods are able to efficiently obtain long-range contextual information and
improve performance by fully leveraging the benefits of both CNNs and variants
of GNNs.
8.1 Contributions by the author
• The idea was mainly developed by me, but with inputs from my co-authors.
• I made all implementations and ran all experiments.
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works with Adaptive Class Weighting Loss for Semantic
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Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition
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This paper is a direct successor of Paper II. In this work, we continue the ex-
ploration of self-constructing graph convolutional networks (SCG) for land cover
classification, while we focus in this paper on the problem of rotational invariance
and class imbalance in remote sensing. CNNs are empirically known to be invari-
ant to moderate translation but not to rotation in image classification. Capturing
rotation-invariance properties is desirable for deep learning applications in remote
sensing because it can help to better predict the class regardless of the object’s
orientation.
Towards that end, we propose the Multi-view Self-Constructing Graph Convolu-
tional Networks (MSCG-Net), a novel architecture that leverages multiple views to
explicitly exploits rotational invariance for improving semantic mapping of multi-
spectral airborne images. Ourmodel utilizes deep-feature augmenting mechanisms
(via rotating high-level features to different angles) with shared graph modules
to learn robust representations by fusing multi-orientation information. Figure 9.1
shows the general architecture of our MSCG-Net.
Meanwhile, we also develop an adaptive class weighting loss to address the com-
mon class imbalance in remote sensing data. Unlike most existing weighted loss
algorithms, which scale the loss for each class or pixel using pre-calculated class
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weights based on the full training data, our developed adaptive weighting algorithm
can compute the class weights automatically and dynamically update during itera-
tive training. We also introduce a novel PNC regularization (a proposed positive
and negative class balanced function) combining a dice coefficient [128] into our
adaptive class weighting loss. This provides an auto-dynamic-weighting solution
that can reduce the class imbalance effect while also putting more emphasis on
difficult both positive and negative examples during training.
We demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility of the proposed network and loss
function on the Agriculture-Vision challenge dataset and our model achieves very
competitive results with much fewer parameters and at a lower computational cost
compared to related work.
Figure 9.1: Model architecture of MSCG-Net for semantic labeling includes the CNN-based
feature extractor (e.g. customized Se_ResNext50_32x4d taking 4-channel input
and output 1024-channel in this work), SCG module taking 3-view (augment
the original input by 90◦and180◦) inputs and 2-layer GCNs, the Fusion block
merging 3-view outputs together, the fused output is projected and upsampled
back to 2D maps for final prediction.
9.1 Contributions by the author
• The idea was conceived by me and my co-authors and further developed by
me.
• I implemented the proposed models and performed the experiments.
• I wrote the manuscript draft of the paper which was further improved in
collaboration with the co-authors.
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Paper IV
Multi-modal land cover mapping of remote sensing im-
ages using pyramid attention and gated fusion networks
Qinghui Liu, Michael Kampffmeyer, Robert Jenssen, and Arnt-Børre Salberg
In submission to Internationl Journal of Remote Sensing, September, 2021
Multi-modality data can provide complementary information of the same scene
in earth observation (EO). Effective fusion of this multi-modality information is
thus important for various EO applications, but also very challenging due to large
domain differences, noise, and redundancies. Most existing multi-modal segmen-
tation models mostly use two independent encoders in parallel to extract features
separately from multi-modal data. However, there is a lack of effective and scalable
fusion techniques for bridging multiple modality encoders in order to fully exploit
complementary information and improve the model’s overall performance.
To this end, we propose a new multi-modality segmentation network (MultiMod-
Net) for land covermapping of multi-modal remote sensing data. OurMultiModNet
is built upon a novel pyramid attention fusino (PAF) module and gated fusion unit
(GFU). Figure 10.1 shows the general concept architecture of MultiModNet. The
PAFmodule is designed to efficiently obtain rich fine-grained contextual representa-
tions from each modality with a built-in cross-level and cross-view attention fusion
mechanism, and the GFU module utilizes a novel gating mechanism for early fea-
tures merging, thereby diminishing hidden redundancies and noise. This enables
supplementary modalities to effectively extract the most valuable and complemen-
tary information for late feature fusion. Specifically, the PAF fused features from
the primary/predecessor modality (e.g., the IRRG or RGB images) will be merged
into the encoder of the supplementary/secondary modality (e.g., DSM or NIR)
via a GFU module, which will automatically force the supplementary encoders to
learn the most valuable information and diminish the influence of its redundancies
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and noises. Another PAF module (it can be optional shared weights with the main
PAF module) will be further exploited by the secondary modality to capture fused
features that will be combined together with the main PAF features.
Figure 10.1: General concept structure of our MultiModNet. ENC denotes the feature en-
coder, GFU accounts for a gated fusion unit, PAF is our proposed pyramid
attention fusion module, cO denotes concatenation, and, DEC is the decoder
layer to output the final classification.
Our experiments demonstrate that the network can achieve robust and accurate
results on the ISPRS Semantic Labeling Contest Vaihingen dataset [12] and the
Agriculture-Vision challenge dataset [11]. Particularly on the Agriculture-Vision
dataset, our model outperforms the strong baselines with far fewer parameters
and at a lower computational cost. Extensive ablation studies are also carried out
to assess the effectiveness and robustness of our framework, such as how well
the model can tolerate missing, noisy, or entirely interfering modality data during
test.
10.1 Contributions by the author
• The idea was conceived by me and developed in collaboration with the
co-authors of the paper.
• I made all implementations and ran all experiments.




The research in this thesis develops novel deep learning methods for land cover
mapping in the field of remote sensing. Specifically, we focused on developing CNN-
based light-weight networks that can effectively extract rich multi-scale features to
improve classification performance while keeping the model relatively simple and
scalable. We thus proposed the DDCM network that makes use of multiple dilated
convolutions with various dilation rates, and outputs a fusion of all intermediate
features without losing resolutions during the extraction of multi-scale features
that greatly reduces the computational redundancies and cost.
Further, we developed novel GNN-based methods that can efficiently model long-
range pixel-wise dependency and capture non-local contextual representations
with lower computational costs to achieve very competitive performance. Our
proposed SCG-Net is able to directly learn long-range dependency from input
images and fully leverage the benefits of both CNNs and variants of GNNs for
improving semantic mapping performance. We later extended SCG-Net to MSCG-
Net that is able to utilize multiple views to capture rotation-invariance properties
in high-level representations for improving segmentation results. In addition, to
address the class imbalanced issue, commonly found in remote sensing data, we
developed a novel adaptive class weighting loss function built on an iterative-
adaptive weighting technique with a new positive and negative regularization
function. This can reduce the class imbalance effect while also gain more accurate
predictions for both large and small difficult objects in remote sensing data.
Finally, we explored the task of multi-modal learning and proposed a novel light-
weight and scalable architecture (MultiModNet) using pyramid attention and gated
fusion methods to address the challenges related to multi-modal fusion. With our
proposed MultiModNet, we can achieve cutting-edge performance on multi-modal
and multi-spectral remote sensing land cover mapping at a low computational
cost.
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To summarize, the four research papers presented in this thesis are believed to
advance remote sensing land cover mapping by exploring various state-of-the-art
deep learning methodologies to address key challenges such as complex scenes
and objects in very-high-resolution remote sensing imagery, highly imbalanced
classes, multi-spectral and multi-modality learning, and light-weight yet effective
modeling.
11.0.1 Limitations and future work
We acknowledge that every research paper has both strengths and weaknesses.
Therefore, we discuss some limitations for the research presented in this thesis,
and also suggest future work in this section.
Limitations
Paper I: Though our proposedmethod (DDCM) is able to capture larger multi-scale
and richer context information and work well on different remote sensing data, it
commonly demands delicate tuning of some sensitive hyperparameters (such as the
dilation and densities settings). One has to manually fine-tune and make trade-offs
on the dilation policies and the densities based on careful analysis of specific data
and preliminary experiments. For example, since we observe that the DeepGlobe
images contain more spatially chaotic objects with lower resolutions, larger scales,
and less geometrical attributes than the ISPRS images, we thus configured a
DDCM module for the DeepGlobe data with exponentially growing dilation rates
([1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32]) rather than the linearly growing dilation rates ([1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9])
used on ISPRS data. It would be interesting to design an approach to automatically
or adaptively adjust these parameters [129] in the module to improve the model’s
robustness.
Paper II and III: Despite the promising performance of the proposed GNN based
architecture, stacking more GNN layers in ourmodel significantly hurts the training
and test performance of our model. This is because the performance of GNNs is
known to gradually decrease with increasing number of GNN layers, partly due to
its over-smoothing issue. In other words, it means that repeatedly applying more
graph convolutions eventually makes features of vertices indistinguishable.
In addition, we observed that the segmentation performance on the boundaries of
small and dense objects (e.g. cars) was not as good as the baseline DDCM model.
Closely located small objects tend to be segmented together as a whole big object.
Future studies are required to enhance the module’s performance on small objects
and the interpretability of the learned dependencies.
Though Paper III improved the SCG by considering multi-view inputs (augmented
features with rotations), these augmented multi-view features are generated from
one single-view raw image instead of multi-view raw data. It would be interesting
to further extend the MSCG model to support raw multi-view images. Additionally,
the adaptive class weighting (ACW) loss proposed in Paper III also needs to be
carefully evaluated further on more datasets and compared with more related
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Paper IV: One of the main limitations to the proposed multi-modal framework
is that there is a prior assumption, i.e., one type of data with richer information
should be manually selected as the primary modality that will be used to control
the learning process of the secondary/supplementary modality. It works well when
we know what modality contains more information. For instance, we know that
RGB data commonly contains richer information than DSM. Thus, it is easy to
confirm RGB images as the primary feature source rather than DSM. However, if
the user does not know which type of information is better than others, such as SAR
data vs LiDAR data, the proposed model may not work well or even fail. Therefore,
it would be interesting to evaluate how the proposed method works with more
than two modalities, such as including SAR data into the model, and further to
improve the framework to be able to automatically learn and fuse multiple types
of data without prior priority.
In addition, the proposed light-weight model still takes up a lot of memory usage
on a GPU platform during training. Future work should be conducted to further
compress the model using such as knowledge distillation-based methods [130] for
less running time while remaining or even improving classification accuracy.
Future work
In this part, several thoughts are provided on potential research directions for the
future in remote sensing.
A first promising research field is unsupervised and semi-supervised learning for
the classification tasks in remote sensing to overcome the data-hungry issue. Since
the most current classification algorithms are generally supervised deep learning
models. This typically demands a large number of well-annotated data that are
time-consuming and expensive to obtain. Most recently, the work by Castillo-
Navarro et al. [131] introduces a novel large-scale dataset, the MiniFrance suite,
for semi-supervised semantic segmentation in Earth Observation. The authors also
present semi-supervised deep architectures based on multi-task learning and the
first experiments on the dataset. These results will serve as very good baselines for
future work on semi-supervised learning in the remote sensing domain.
A second important research direction is the development of domain adaptation
methods that would be helpful to address another important problem, i.e., how
to use the well-trained models by previous existing labeled datasets to accurately
classify newly collected unlabeled data since a huge amount of new data is obtained
every day by various kinds of remote sensors under different conditions. Because
of different imaging platforms (e.g., satellites and unmanned aerial vehicles) or
different imaging sensors and conditions (e.g., different time of the year), these
variations between source and target domains are extremely prevalent in remote
sensing images (optical, infrared , and SAR sensors). In general, these large gaps
in data distribution between the source and the target domains will lead to large
degradations in performance [132].
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Finally, a last promising research direction is the study of few-shot or zero-shot
learning that aims to learn a model that can quickly generalize to new tasks from
very few labeled objects [91]. Few-shot learning might considerably alleviate the
burden of data collection, particularly in the field of remote sensing, where col-
lecting labeled instances is time-consuming and labor-intensive. The most existing
works primarily focus on image-level classification tasks, while other typical inter-
pretation tasks, such as semantic segmentation and object detection, the learning
algorithms still suffer from the burden of data labeling. Hence, the few-shot learn-
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Abstract
We propose a novel architecture called the Multi-view
Self-Constructing Graph Convolutional Networks (MSCG-
Net) for semantic segmentation. Building on the recently
proposed Self-Constructing Graph (SCG) module, which
makes use of learnable latent variables to self-construct
the underlying graphs directly from the input features with-
out relying on manually built prior knowledge graphs, we
leverage multiple views in order to explicitly exploit the ro-
tational invariance in airborne images. We further develop
an adaptive class weighting loss to address the class im-
balance. We demonstrate the effectiveness and flexibility
of the proposed method on the Agriculture-Vision challenge
dataset 1 and our model achieves very competitive results
(0.547 mIoU) 2 with much fewer parameters and at a lower
computational cost compared to related pure-CNN based
work.
1. Introduction
Currently, the end-to-end semantic segmentation mod-
els are mostly inspired by the idea of fully convolutional
networks (FCNs) [14] that generally consist of an encoder-
decoder architecture. To achieve higher performance,
CNN-based end-to-end methods normally rely on deep and
wide multi-scale CNN architectures to create a large re-
ceptive field in order to obtain strong local patterns, but
also capture long range dependencies between objects of
the scene. However, this approach for modeling global con-
text relationships is highly inefficient and typically requires
a large number of trainable parameters, considerable com-
putational resources, and large labeled training datasets.
Recently, graph neural networks (GNNs) [1] and Graph
1https://www.agriculture-vision.com/dataset
2The leaderboard at: https://competitions.
codalab.org/competitions/23732?secret_key=
dba10d3a-a676-4c44-9acf-b45dc92c5fcf#results
Figure 1. Overview of the MSCG-Net. The Self-Constructing
Graph module (SCG) learns to transform a 2D feature map into
a latent graph structure and assign pixels (X ′) to the vertices of
the graph (Â). The Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) is then
exploited to update the node features (Z(K), K here denotes the
number of layer of GCN) along the edges of graph. The com-
bined module of SCG and GCN (SCG-GCN) can takes augmented
multi-view input features (X , X90 and X180, where the index in-
dicates degree rotation) and finally the updated multi-view repre-
sentations are fused and projected back onto 2D maps.
Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [8] have received increas-
ing attention and have been applied to, among others, im-
age classification [10], few-shot and zero-shot classifica-
tion [4], point clouds classification [16] and semantic seg-
mentation [11]. However, these approaches are quite sen-
sitive to how the graph of relations between objects is built
and previous approaches commonly rely on manually built
graphs based on prior knowledge [11]. In order to ad-
dress this problem and learn a latent graph structure directly
from 2D feature maps for semantic segmentation, the Self-
Constructing Graph module (SCG) [13] was recently pro-
posed and has obtained promising results.
In this work, we extend the SCG to explicitly exploit the
rotation invariance in airborne images, by extending it to
consider multiple views. More specifically, we augment the
input features to obtain multiple rotated views and fuses the
multi-view global contextual information before projecting
the features back onto the 2-D spatial domain. We further
propose a novel adaptive class weighting loss that addresses
the issue of class imbalance commonly found in semantic
segmentation datasets. Our experiments demonstrate that
the MSCG-Net achieves very robust and competitive results
on the Agriculture-Vision challenge dataset, which is a sub-
set of the Agriculture-Vision dataset [2].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
method Section 2, we present the methodology in details.
Experimental procedure and evaluation of the proposed
method is performed in Section 3. Finally in Section 4, we
draw conclusions.
2. Methods
In this section, we briefly present graph convolutional
networks and the self-constructing graph (SCG) approach
that are the foundation of our proposed model, before
presenting our end-to-end trainable Multi-view SCG-Net
(MSCG) for semantic labeling tasks with the proposed
adaptive class weighting loss.
2.1. Graph Convolutional Networks
Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [8] are neural
networks designed to operate on and extract information
from graphs and were originally proposed for the task of
semi-supervised node classification. G = (A,X) denotes
an undirected graph with n nodes, where A ∈ Rn×n is
the adjacency matrix and X ∈ Rn×d is the feature ma-
trix. At each layer, the GCN aggregates information in one-
hop neighborhoods, more specifically, the representation at






where θ(l) ∈ Rd×f are the weights of the GCN, Z(0) = X ,









j(A + I)ij is the degree matrix, I is the
identity matrix, and σ denotes the non-linearity function
(e.g. ReLU ).
Note, in the remainder of the paper, we use Z(K) =
GCN(A,X) to denote the activations after a K-layer GCN.
However, in practice the GCN could be replaced by alter-
native graph neural network modules that perform K steps
of message passing based on some adjacency matrix A and
input node features X .
2.2. Self-Constructing Graph
The Self-Constructing Graph (SCG) module [13] allows
the construction of undirected graphs, capturing relations
across the image, directly from feature maps, instead of re-
lying on prior knowledge graphs. It has achieved promis-
ing performance on semantic segmentation tasks in remote
sensing and is efficient with respect to the number of train-
able parameters, outperforming much larger models. It is
inspired by variational graph auto-encoders [9]. A fea-
ture map X ∈ Rh×w×d consisting of high-level features,
commonly produced by a CNN, is converted to a graph
G = (Â,X ′). X ′ ∈ Rn×d are the node features, where
n = h′ × w′ denotes the number of nodes and where
(h′ × w′) ≤ (h × w). Parameter-free pooling operations,
in our case adaptive average pooling, are employed to re-
duce the spatial dimensions of X to h′ and w′, followed by
a reshape operation to obtain X ′. Â ∈ Rn×n is the learned
weighted adjacency matrix.
The SCG module learns a mean matrix µ ∈ Rn×c and
a standard deviation matrix σ ∈ Rn×c of a Gaussian using
two single-layer convolutional networks. Note, following
convention with variational autoencoders [7], the output of
the model for the standard deviation is log(σ) to ensure sta-
ble training and positive values for σ. With help of repa-
rameterization, the latent embedding Z is Z ← µ + σ · ε
where ε ∈ RN ′×C is an auxiliary noise variable and initial-
ized from a standard normal distribution (ε ∼ N(0, I)). A
centered isotropic multivariate Gaussian prior distribution








1 + log (σi)
2 − µ2i − σ2i
)
. (3)
Based on the learned embeddings, A′ is computed as
A′ = ReLU(ZZT ), where A′ij > 0 indicates the presence
of an edge between node i and j.
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and a diagonal enhancement approach
A⋆ = A′ + γ · diag(A′) (5)
to stabilize training and preserve local information.
The symmetric normalized Â that SCG produces and




2 (A⋆ + I)D
1
2 . (6)
The SCG further produces an adaptive residual predic-
tion ŷ = γ · µ · (1 − logσ), which is used to refine the
final prediction of the network after information has been
propagated along the graph.
Figure 2. Model architecture of MSCG-Net for semantic labeling includes the CNN-based feature extractor (e.g. customized
Se ResNext50 32x4d taking 4-channel input and output 1024-channel in this work), SCG module taking 3-view (augment the original
input by 90◦and180◦) inputs and K-layer GCNs (K=2 in this work), the Fusion block merging 3-view outputs together, the fused output is
projected and upsampled back to 2D maps for final prediction.
2.3. The MSCG-Net
We propose a so-called Multi-view SCG-Net (MSCG-
Net) to extend the vanilla SCG and GCN modules by con-
sidering multiple rotated views in order to obtain and fuse
more robust global contextual information in airborne im-
ages in this work. Fig. 2 shows an illustration of the end-
to-end MSCG-Net model for semantic labeling tasks. The
model architecture details are shown in Table 2.3. We first
augment the features (X) learned by a backbone CNN net-
work to multiple views (X90 and X180) by rotating the fea-
tures. The employed SCG-GCN module then outputs mul-
tiple predictions: (ŷ, Z(2)), (ŷ90, Z
(2)
90 ), (ŷ180, Z
(2)
180) with
different rotation degrees (the index indicates the degree of
rotation). The fusion layer merges all the predictions to-
gether by reversed rotations and element-wise additions as
shown in Table 2.3. Finally, the fused outputs are projected
and up-sampled back to the original 2-D spatial domain.
We utilize the first three bottleneck layers of a pretrained
Se ResNext50 32x4d or Se ResNext101 32x4d [3] as the
backbone CNN to learn the high-level representations. The
output size of the CNN is h16 × w16 × 1024. Note that, we
duplicate the weights corresponding to the Red channel of
the pretrained input convolution layer in order to take NIR-
RGB 4 channels in the backbone CNN, and GCNs (Equa-
tion 1) are used in our model. We utilize ReLU activation
and batch normalization only for the first layer GCN. Note,
we set n = 322 and d = 128 in this work, and c here is
equal to the number of classes, such that c = 7 for the ex-
periments performed in this paper.
2.4. Adaptive Class Weighting Loss
The distribution of the classes is highly imbalanced in
the dataset (e.g. most pixels in the images belongs to the
background class and only few belong to classes such as
planter skip and standing water). To address this problem,
most existing methods make use of weighted loss functions
with pre-computed class weights based on the pixel fre-
quency of the entire training data [5] to scale the loss for
each class-pixel according to the fixed weight before com-
puting gradients. In this work, we introduce a novel class
weighting method based on iterative batch-wise class rec-
tification, instead of pre-computing the fixed weights over
the whole dataset.
The proposed adaptive class weighting method is de-
rived from median frequency balancing weights [5]. We
first compute the pixel-frequency of class j over all the past
training steps as follows
f tj =
f̂ tj + (t− 1) ∗ f t−1j
t
. (7)
where, t ∈ {1, 2, ...,∞} is the current training itera-
tion number, f̂ tj denotes the pixel-frequency of class j
at the current t-th training step that can be computed as
SUM(yj)∑
j∈C SUM(yj)
, and f0j = 0.
The iterative median frequency class weights can thus be
computed as
wtj =
median({f tj |j ∈ C})
f tj + ǫ
. (8)
here, C denotes the number of labels (7 in this paper), and
ǫ = 10−5.
Then we normalize the iterative weights with adaptive






∗ (1 + yij + ỹij) , (9)
where ỹij ∈ (0, 1) and yij ∈ {0, 1} denote the ij-th predic-
tion and the ground-truth of class j separately in the current
training samples.
In addition, instead of using traditional cross-entropy
function which focuses on positive samples, we introduce a
Layers Outputs Sizes
CNN X h16 × w16 × 1024
Augment (X,X90, X180) 3× ( h16 × w16 × 1024)
SCG (Â,X ′, ŷ), (Â90, X ′90, ŷ90), (Â180, X
′










180) 3× (n× c)
Fusion (ŷ + Z(2))⊕ (ŷ90 + Z(2)90 )r90 ⊕ (ŷ180 + Z
(2)
180)r180 (n× c) −→ ( h16 × w16 × c)
Projection ỹ h× w × c
Table 1. MSCG-Net Model Details with one sample of input image size of h × w × 4. Note: ⊕ denotes an element-wise addition, the
index (i.e. 90, 180) indicates the rotated degree, while r90 and r180 denote the reversed rotation degrees.
positive and negative class balanced function (PNC) which
is defined as






where e = (y − ỹ)2.
Building on the dice coefficient [15] with our adap-
tive class weighting PNC function, we develop an adaptive









w̃ij ∗ pij − log (MEAN{dj |j ∈ C}) ,
(11)










The overall cost function of our model, with a combina-
tion of two regularization terms Lkl and Ldl as defined in
the equations 3 and 4, is therefore defined as
L ← Lacw + Lkl + Ldl . (13)
3. Experiments and results
We first present the training details and report the results.
We then conduct an ablation study to verify the effective-
ness of our proposed methods.
3.1. Dataset and Evaluation
We train and evaluate our proposed method on the
Agriculture-Vision challenge dataset, which is a subset
of the Agriculture-vision dataset [2]. The challenge
dataset consists of 21, 061 aerial farmland images captured
throughout 2019 across the US. Each image contains four
512x512 color channels, which are RGB and Near Infra-red
(NIR). Each image has a boundary map that indicates the
region of the farmland, and a mask that indicates valid pix-
els in the image. Seven types of annotations are included:
Background, Cloud shadow, Double plant, Planter skip,
Standing Water, Waterway and Weed cluster. Models are
evaluated on the validation set with 4, 431 NIR-RGB im-
ages segmentation pairs, while the final scores are reported
on the test set with 3, 729 images. The mean Intersection-
over-Union (mIoU) is used as the main quantitative eval-
uation metric. Due to the fact that some annotations may
overlap in the dataset, for pixels with multiple labels, a pre-
diction of either label will be counted as a correct pixel clas-
sification for that label.
3.2. Training details
We use backbone models pretrained on ImageNet in this
work. We randomly sample patches of size 512×512 as in-
put and train it using mini batches of size 10 for the MSCG-
Net-50 model and size 7 for the MSCG-Net-101 model.
The training data (containing 12901 images) is sampled uni-
formly and randomly flipped (with probability 0.5) for data
augmentation and shuffled for each epoch.
According to our best practices, we first train the model
using Adam [6] combined with Lookahead [17] as the op-
timizer for the first 10k iterations and then change the opti-
mizer to SGD in the remaining iterations with weight decay
2 × 10−5 applied to all learnable parameters except biases
and batch-norm parameters. We also set 2× LR to all bias
parameters compared to weight parameters. Based on our
training observations and empirical evaluations, we use ini-









MSCG-Net-101 separately, and also apply cosine anneal-
ing scheduler that reduces the LR over epochs. All models
are trained on a single NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti. It
took roughly 10 hours to train our model for 25 epochs with
batch size 10 over 12, 901 NIR-RGB training images.
3.3. Results
We evaluated and tested our trained models on the val-
idation sets and the hold out test sets with just single
feed-forward inference without any test time augmentation
Models mIoU Background Cloud shadow Double plant Planter skip Standing water Waterway Weed cluster mIoU∗
MSCG-Net-50 0.547 0.780 0.507 0.466 0.343 0.688 0.513 0.530 0.508
MSCG-Net-101 0.550 0.798 0.448 0.550 0.305 0.654 0.592 0.506 0.509
Ensemble-TTA 0.599 0.801 0.503 0.576 0.520 0.696 0.560 0.538 0.566
Table 2. mIoUs and class IoUs of our models on Agriculture-Vision test set. Note: mIoU is the mean IoU over all 7 classes while mIoU∗
is over 6-class without the background, and Ensemble-TTA denotes the two models ensemble (MSCG-Net-50 with MSCG-Net-101)
combined with TTA methods [12].
(TTA) or models ensemble. However, we do include results
for a simple two-model ensemble (MSCG-Net-50 together
with MSCG-Net-101) with TTA for completeness. The test
results are shown in Table 2. Our MSCG-Net-50 model ob-
tained very competitive performance with 0.547 mIoU with
very small training parameters (9.59 million) and has low
computational cost (18.21 Giga FLOPs with input size of
4× 512× 512), resulting in fast training and inference per-
formance on both CPU and GPU as shown in Table 3.3.
A qualitative comparisons of the segmentation results from
our trained models and the ground truths on the validation
data are shown in Fig. 3.
3.4. Ablation studies
Effect of the Multi-view. To investigate how the mul-
tiple views help, we report the results of the single-view
models and the multi-view models trained with both Dice
loss and ACW loss in Table 4. Note that, for simplicity,
we fixed the backbone encoder as Se ResNext50 and other
training parameters (e.g. learning rate, decay police, and
so on.). Also, the mIoUs are computed on the validation
set without considering multiple labels. The results suggest
that multiple views could improve the overall performance
from 0.456 to 0.516 (+6%) mIoU when using Dice loss,
and from 0.472 to 0.527 (+5.5%) with the proposed ACW
loss.
Effect of the ACW loss. As shown in Table 4, we note
that for the single-view models, the overall performance
can be improved from 0.456 to 0.472 (+1.6%) mIoU. For
the multi-view models, the performance improved +1.1%,
increasing from 0.516 to 0.527. Compared to the single-
view model SCG-Net with Dice loss, which was proposed
in [13] and achieved state-of-the-art performance on a com-
monly used segmentation benchmark dataset, our Multi-
view MSCG-Net model with ACW loss achieved roughly
+7.1% higher mIoU accuracy. We show some qualita-
tive results in Fig. 4 that illustrate the proposed multi-view
model and the adaptive class weighting method and show
that they help to produce more accurate segmentation re-
sults for both larger and smaller classes.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a multi-view self-
constructing graph convolutional network (MSCG-Net) to
Figure 3. Segmentation results on validation data. From the left
to right, the input images, the ground truths and the predictions of
our trained models.
extend the SCG module which makes use of learnable la-
tent variables to self-construct the underlying graphs, and
to explicitly capture multi-view global context representa-
tions with rotation invariance in airborne images. We fur-
ther developed a novel adaptive class weighting loss that
alleviates the issue of class imbalance commonly found in







MSCG-Net-50 Se ResNext50 9.59 18.21 522 / 26
MSCG-Net-101 Se ResNext101 30.99 37.86 752 / 45
Table 3. Quantitative Comparison of parameters size, FLOPs (measured on input image size of 4 × 512 × 512), Inference time on CPU
and GPU separately.
Figure 4. Segmentation results using different models. From the left to right, the input images, the ground truths and SCG-Net with dice
loss, SCG-Net with ACW loss, MSCG-Net with dice loss, and MSCG-Net with ACW loss.
Configurations
Models




MSCG-dice X X 0.516
MSCG-acw X X 0.527
Table 4. Ablation study of our proposed network. Note that, for
simplicity, we fixed the learning high-parameters and the back-
bone encoder, and mIoU is evaluated on validation set without
considering overlapped annotations.
challenge dataset, our MSCG-Net model achieves very ro-
bust and competitive results, while making use of fewer pa-
rameters and being computationally more efficient.
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ABSTRACT
Multi-modality data is becoming readily available in remote sensing (RS) and can
provide complementary information about the Earth’s surface. Effective fusion of
multi-modal information is thus important for various applications in RS, but also
very challenging due to large domain differences, noise, and redundancies. There
is a lack of effective and scalable fusion techniques for bridging multiple modality
encoders and fully exploiting complementary information. To this end, we propose a
new multi-modality network (MultiModNet) for land cover mapping of multi-modal
remote sensing data based on a novel pyramid attention fusion (PAF) module and
a gated fusion unit (GFU). The PAF module is designed to efficiently obtain rich
fine-grained contextual representations from each modality with a built-in cross-
level and cross-view attention fusion mechanism, and the GFU module utilizes a
novel gating mechanism for early merging of features, thereby diminishing hidden
redundancies and noise. This enables supplementary modalities to effectively extract
the most valuable and complementary information for late feature fusion. Extensive
experiments on two representative RS benchmark datasets demonstrate the effec-
tiveness, robustness, and superiority of the MultiModNet for multi-modal land cover
classification.
KEYWORDS
Multiple modalities, Pyramid attention, Gated fusion, Multi-modal segmentation,
Remote sensing
1. Introduction
Automatic mapping of land cover using remote sensing (RS) data is of great impor-
tance for a wide range of earth observation applications since it provides a fast and
cost-effective solution for analyzing large areas (Salberg 2011; Audebert, Le Saux, and
Lefèvre 2016). This includes applications like urban planning (Noor, Abdullah, and
Hashim 2018), precision agriculture (Chiu et al. 2020a; Liu et al. 2020b), and disaster
management (Salberg, Rudjord, and Solberg 2014; Bello and Aina 2014; Fan et al.
2021), to name a few. In the past few years, the emergence of deep learning and con-
CONTACT Qinghui Liu. Email: samleoqh@gmail.com
All the authors are associated with the Centre for Research-based Innovation Visual Intelligence:
http://visual-intelligence.no, funded by the Research Council of Norway and consortium partners. RJ,
MK and QL are with the UiT Machine Learning Group: http://machine-learning.uit.no.
volutional neural networks (CNNs) has led to significant improvements for land cover
mapping in RS (Maggiori et al. 2017; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2018; Pashaei
et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020). Many existing deep learning approaches, however, only use
unimodal remote sensing images, e.g., the standard three-channel data such as RGB
or IRRG (NIR-Red-Green) images. Multi-modality data is becoming readily avail-
able and increasingly essential in remote sensing. This raises open challenges such as
”what,” ”how,” and ”where” to effectively fuse multi-modal data (Hong et al. 2020) in
order to develop joint representations of multiple modalities for enhancing land cover
mapping performance.
Remote sensing imagery is often characterized by complex data properties in the
form of heterogeneity and class imbalance, as well as overlapping class-conditional
distributions that bring severe challenges for generating land cover maps or detecting
and localizing objects, producing a high degree of uncertainty in obtained results. As
shown in Fig. 1, mismapped or mislabeled results appear in the unimodal case for
objects with similar color and texture, e.g., the roof of buildings vs. surfaces, and,
the trees vs. low vegetation in Vaihingen dataset. On the other hand, our proposed
multi-modal learning-based method alleviates these problems.
Figure 1. Mismapped or mislabeled examples in the Vaihingen dataset. (a) the IRRG images, (b) the labels,
(c) the mapping results from a unimodal (only IRRG) model, and (d) the mapping results from our multi-modal
(IRRG + DSM) model.
In order to improve the performance of semantic mapping that can be obtained from
a single modality (e.g., RGB or IRRG), additional modalities, either from the same
sensor (e.g. multi-spectral or hyperspectral images) or from a different one (e.g., Li-
DAR point cloud data or SAR) are increasingly used for land cover mapping (Hazirbas
et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2017; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2018). Examples include
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images (Hong et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020), hyperspec-
tral imagery (HSI) (Xu et al. 2017; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2019) and Digital
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Surface Models (DSM) (Hazirbas et al. 2016; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2018).
Multi-modal data has been proven to provide rich complementary information to deal
with complex scenes as different imaging technologies in RS are capable of capturing
a variety of properties from the earth’s surface, such as height information, spectral
radiance, and reflectance (Gómez-Chova et al. 2015).
One of the main challenges in the utilization of multi-modal data is how to effec-
tively extract and fuse multi-modal features. Although deep learning-based methods
can automatically learn representative features, multi-modal inputs and features often
provide unequal, redundant, or even contradictory information. Current multi-modal
models tend to extract features independently using two separate encoders, combining
feature maps indiscriminately at early and/or late layers via concatenation or sum-
mation (Couprie et al. 2013; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2018). We argue that
this design leads to both inaccurate and computationally inefficient models. In par-
ticular, it brings high sensitivity to missing or noisy data (Audebert, Le Saux, and
Lefèvre 2018), which has a significant negative influence on overall model performance
when dealing with missing or noisy modality scenarios (Kampffmeyer, Salberg, and
Jenssen 2018). Another challenge of pixel-wise classification of multi-modal images is
the increased model size and computational burden (Marmanis et al. 2016; Audebert,
Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2018) that also limit the application in most scenarios with real-
time requirements. Hence, the effective and efficient fusion of multi-modal information
is still an open research direction and also needs to be further optimized for scalability
and real-time consideration for real-world applications.
Recently, the usage of attention mechanisms and graph-based approaches has led
to promising performance and computational efficiency gains on a range of different
computer vision tasks (Mou and Zhu 2019; Fu et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2020b). These
works, typically use these mechanisms to emphasize salient features and suppress irrel-
evant signals in unimodal settings. Further, they tend to ignore multi-scale information
by only leveraging same-dimensional representations of the same scale (e.g., typically
low-spatial-resolution feature spaces) in order to alleviate the computational cost.
To facilitate an efficient multi-scale (pyramid) attention feature extraction from each
modality, we propose a pyramid attention fusion (PAF) module for extracting multiple
hierarchical-scale representations. By using a novel gated fusion unit (GFU) to blend
complementary features between multi-modal encoders, we introduce a lightweight
multi-modal segmentation network (MultiModNet). For more details, please refer to
Section 3.
Our experiments demonstrate that the network achieves robust and accurate results
on the representative ISPRS Semantic Labeling Contest Vaihingen dataset (Rotten-
steiner et al. 2012) and the Agriculture-Vision challenge dataset (Chiu et al. 2020b).
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) We present a novel pyramid attention and gated fusion mechanism for multi-
modality data that builds on our proposed gated fusion unit (GFU) and our
pyramid attention fusion (PAF) module. It facilitates interactions between the
encoders of each modality to effectively combine the extracted features from
multiple modalities and weaken the influence of noise and redundancies among
the multi-modal data.
(2) The proposed PAF module is a lightweight network with a built-in cross-
hierarchical-scale and cross-view attention fusion mechanism that can obtain
rich and robust contextual representations. It can be used as a stand-alone de-
coder for a unimodal model to improve segmentation performance, or as a vital
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fusion mechanism to merge several modalities when combined with our gated
fusion unit.
(3) Built upon the PAF and GFU modules, our end-to-end multi-modal segmen-
tation model (MultiModNet) achieves state-of-the-art performance and outper-
forms the baselines on two representative remote sensing datasets with consid-
erably fewer parameters and at a lower computational cost. We also validate the
effectiveness and flexibility of our framework through extensive ablation studies.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the related
work. In Section 3, we present the methodology in detail. Experimental procedure
and evaluation of the proposed method is performed in Section 4. Section 5 further
discusses and evaluates our method via ablation studies. Finally, we draw conclusions
and outline future research directions in Section 6.
2. Related work
The state-of-the-art deep learning-based segmentation models are mostly inspired by
the idea of fully convolutional networks (FCNs) (Long, Shelhamer, and Darrell 2015).
FCN models generally consist of an encoder-decoder architecture in which all layers are
based on convolutions (and upsampling/downsampling operations). However, vanilla
FCNs tend to cause a loss of spatial information due to the presence of pooling layers
that reduce the resolution of feature maps by sacrificing the positional information of
objects. The UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox 2015) extends the FCN by intro-
ducing symmetric skip connections (i.e., concatenations) between the encoder and de-
coder modules to maintain spatial information. The precise spatial information can be
gradually recovered in the decoder module by combining multiple skipped connections
with upsampling or de-convolution layers. Since then, the encoder-decoder architec-
ture has been widely extended in recent works including, among others, pyramid scene
parsing network (PSPNet) (Zhao et al. 2017), SegNet (Badrinarayanan, Kendall, and
Cipolla 2017), DeepLabV3+ (Chen et al. 2018), Dual attention network (Fu et al.
2019), and HRNet-OCR (Yuan, Chen, and Wang 2020).
The FCN-based or UNet-based encoder-decoder architectures have also been widely
adopted and applied to the ISPRS Semantic Labeling Contest (Paisitkriangkrai et al.
2015; Kampffmeyer, Salberg, and Jenssen 2016; Sherrah 2016; Lin et al. 2016; Mar-
manis et al. 2016; Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2016; Audebert, Le Saux, and
Lefèvre 2017; Wang et al. 2017; Kampffmeyer, Salberg, and Jenssen 2018; Liu et al.
2020), and the Agriculture-Vision benchmark dataset for automatic mapping of land
pattern types (Chiu et al. 2020b; Liu et al. 2020b; Chiu et al. 2020a). In general,
these architectures differ from each other in how they capture rich and global con-
textual information at multiple scales. For instance, the stacked UNet architecture
is proposed by Ghosh et al. (2018) for land cover segmentation in remote sensing
imagery, which merges high-resolution details and long range contextual information
captured at low-resolution to generate segmentation maps. Further, Liu et al. (2020)
introduced a dense dilated convolutions merging (DDCM) network that sequentially
stacked the output of each layer with its input features before feeding it to the next
layer to capture global and multi-scale contextual features.
Despite the aforementioned impressive progress on unimodal deep learning, deep
learning has also been exploited for multi-modal data processing to obtain finer rep-
resentations of different modalities. From the perspective of multi-modal fusion in re-
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mote sensing, a multi-modal deep learning model normally involves concatenation of
extracted features from unimodal networks (e.g., a backbone network) and then learn-
ing a joint representation for classification or segmentation. A representative work
proposed by Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre (2018) investigated two fusion strate-
gies, namely early and late fusion methods based on the FuseNet framework, using
SegNet or ResNet to classify multi-modal remote sensing data (such as LiDAR and
multispectral images). Specifically, one CNN-based encoder (e.g, VGG or ResNet) is
used to extract the features from RGB or IRRG images while another encoder is ex-
ploited to extract the features from LiDAR data and other bands (e.g NDVI). Note
that the LiDAR data has been rasterized in the image domain as a digital surface
model (DSM) with normalization (nDSM). Early fusion concatenates the features af-
ter each convolutional block from both encoders, while later fusion merges the last
feature maps from the two deep networks. The results show that late fusion improves
the overall accuracy at the cost of less balanced predictions, while early fusion achieves
better performance for all classes but inducing higher sensitivity to missing or noisy
data. Indeed, such fusion techniques do require all modalities to be available to the
classification during both training and testing. Kampffmeyer, Salberg, and Jenssen
(2018) therefore presented a novel CNN architecture based on so-called hallucination
networks for urban land cover classification that can replace missing data modalities in
the test phase. This enables fusion capabilities even when data modalities are missing
in testing. Lately, Feng et al. (2019) presented an adaptive approach to fuse HSI and
LiDAR data, in which a two-stream CNN is used to extract LiDAR and HSI features
separately. Then an adaptive method based on squeeze-and-excitation networks (Hu,
Shen, and Sun 2018) is designed to combine the features with adaptive weights instead
of simply concatenation. Xu, Du, and Zhang (2018) and Xu et al. (2019) further pro-
posed a Fusion-FCN framework for the classification of multi-source remote sensing
data using fused FCNs where three different types of data (LiDAR data, hyperspectral
images, and very high-resolution RGB images) are utilized in one model.
Recently, the usage of attention mechanisms in deep learning models has been in-
creasingly explored in various visual inference tasks and has shown very promising
performance gain (Fu et al. 2019; Mou and Zhu 2019; Mohla et al. 2020). Generally,
the attention modules highlight the prominent features while suppressing the irrele-
vant features through a self-attention learning method (Vaswani et al. 2017). Recent
work by Liu et al. (2020b) proposed a multi-view graph-based attention paradigm
(MSCG) that demonstrated significant performance gain in contrast to a single-view
attention module (SCG) (Liu et al. 2020a) for land cover mapping of multi-spectral
aerial images. However, in most of these works, the attention modules are carried out
only on single-level features with coarse resolution from a single modality to alleviate
the computational cost. This brings challenges when attempting to accurately classify
relatively small objects in very high-resolution remote sensing data. To alleviate these
problems, our focus in this paper is mainly on land cover mapping (pixel-wise classifi-
cation) tasks of multi-modal remote sensing images, facilitated through our proposed
multi-scale and cross-view attention fusing mechanism.
3. Method
The proposed multi-modality network (MultiModNet) consists of four key modules: a
backbone encoder (ENC), a pyramid attention fusion (PAF) module, a gated fusion
unit (GFU), and a decoder (DEC) that produces the final output. Given a primary
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Figure 2. General concept structure of our multi-modality network (MultiModNet) based on proposed pyra-
mid attention and gated fusion methods. Here ENC denotes the feature encoder, GFU accounts for a gated
fusion unit, PAF is our proposed pyramid attention fusion module, c○ denotes concatenation, Input-1, Input-2
and Input-i are the primary, the secondary and the i-th modalities respectively, and, DEC is the decoder layer
to output the final prediction. Note that our PAF module normally takes three different scale (i.e. 3-level)
features of each modality as the input shown with blue, orange and green line.
and a secondary modality1 Input-1 and Input-2, respectively, where Input-1, e.g. IRRG
or RGB images, contains more valuable information than Input-2 , e.g. DSM or NIR
images, off-the-shelf encoders (ENC), such as multi-layer CNN based backbones (e.g.
ResNet), are used to extract multi-level feature maps for each modality. Then we
utilize PAF modules (Section 3.1) to generate fine-grained cross-level features and
GFUs (Section 3.2) to merge complementary features from the primary modality into
the secondary modality. Finally, we concatenate all PAF generated features from each
modality and feed them into a simple decoder (DEC) module, which in this work
is composed of only a single convolution layer and a bi-linear interpolation function,
to output the pixel-wise classification maps. As shown in Fig. 2, our MultiModNet
framework has a scalable structure that allows it to easily extend to more than two
modalities. The parts that follow will go through our PAF and GFU modules in detail.
3.1. Pyramid Attention Fusion
We develop the lightweight PAF module with a built-in cross-hierarchical-scale and
cross-view attention fusion mechanism that can obtain rich and robust representa-
tions. The features produced from the PAF module at each previous modality will be
integrated into the encoder layer of its successor modality through a GFU module.
The proposed PAF module thus plays a vital role in fusing a range of modalities in
a compact yet effective manner, while it can still be used as a stand-alone decoding
layer for unimodal models to improve segmentation performance.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, our PAF module contains three key sub-blocks: the pyramid
cross-view encoder, the attention construction and updating block, and the feature
fusion block:
1There will be a third or even more supplementation modalities, we thus describe them using the i-th modality
as illustrated in Figure 2, and assume they are ordered depending on informational richness and significance,
i.e., Input-1 ≥ Input-2 ≥ · · · ≥ Input-i. In other words, each preceding modality can be seen as a primary
modality with respect to the following (succeeding, if any) ones.
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Figure 3. The illustration diagram of the pyramid attention fusion (PAF) module. Overall PAF is composed
of three key blocks, i.e., the pyramid coss-view encoder that transforms the input pyramid features (i.e., Xq,
Xz and Xk, obtained by the ENC module) to corresponding multi-scale latent spaces (i.e., Q, Z and K
(i)), the
attention construction and updating block that constructs the cross-view attention matrix and then transforms
the high-level features onto high-resolution 2D attention features (H) by a message-passing function (see Eq.
3), and the feature fusion unit, which combines the latent multi-scale features with a CNN network (ψ) and
sums the learned attention features (H) to eventually generate the fused feature map (F), which can then be
fed into the DEC module to produce the final output.
• The pyramid cross-view encoder transforms the selected three-different-size fea-
ture maps (e.g., Xq, Xz, Xk) to corresponding cross-level and cross-view latent
representations (i.e., Q, Z and K(i)), in order to decrease computational bur-
den while extracting salient latent features for late cross-view attention map
generation.
• The attention construction and updating block constructs the cross-view and
cross-level attention matrix (see Eq. 2) and then transforms the high-level fea-
tures onto high-resolution 2D attention representations H by a message-passing
function (see Eq. 3), in order to obtain robust non-local and high-resolution
contextual features.
• The feature fusion module combines the latent cross-level and cross-view fea-
tures with a CNN network (denoted by ψ) and sums the learned high-resolution
attention representation H, in order to eventually produce the fine-grained con-
textual features F, which can then be fed into the DEC module to produce the
final output.
We describe each component of the framework in detail as follows.
3.1.1. Pyramid cross-view encoder
To reduce computational cost while obtaining robust latent feature representations
for late constructing attention maps, we utilize a multi-view augmenting method (Liu
et al. 2020b) in the pyramid cross-view encoder to explicitly exploit the rotation invari-
ance in the deep features. We first define a view generation function X
(i)
k = τ(Xk, i),
and a view reversion function Xk = τ








k by transposing and vertically flipping,
respectively. Then the module learns pyramid-level and cross-view latent represen-
tations, i.e, a low-level feature matrix Q ∈ Rh4×w4×c, a middle-level latent matrix
Z ∈ Rh2×w2×c and the high-level 3-view matrix K(i) ∈ Rh×w×c from the multi-scale
features Xq ∈ Rh4×w4×d4 , Xz ∈ Rh2×w2×d2 , and Xk ∈ Rh×w×d, respectively, using
CNNs, i.e.,












where ϕ denotes the convolution layers with parameter kernels of θq ∈ Rd4×3×3×c,
θz ∈ Rd2×3×3×c, and θk ∈ Rd×3×3×c respectively. Note that d4, d2, and d represent
the input feature dimensions of Xq, Xz and Xk respectively, c is the output feature
dimension, and typically c < d4 < d2 < d. Here, h4 × w4, h2 × w2 and h × w denote
the spatial sizes of both the input and the output feature maps, and commonly h4 =
2h2 = 4h, w4 = 2w2 = 4w. We also use zero-padding methods in CNN layers of the
module to keep the output spatial resolution the same as the input.
3.1.2. Attention construction and updating
To obtain a robust non-local and high-resolution contextual feature space based on
these learned three-level and three-view latent representations (i.e., Q, Z, K(i) : i =
1, 2, 3.), we propose a novel attention construction and updating module that can ef-
ficiently model long-range and cross-level pixel-wise dependencies and effectively pro-
duce rich non-local and high-resolution contextual representations via an upsampling-
based attention-passing mechanism. This module is formed of two key components:
attention construction and attention-passing. They are described in detail as follows.
Attention construction. Inspired by the success of self-attention (Vaswani et al.
2017) to encode the structural information of a sequence of data, we present a long-
range cross-level attention method that uses latent feature similarity to model the
interactions between every pair of pixels in cross-level feature maps. Furthermore, we
introduce a multi-view fusion strategy in the attention module, which allows us to
encode cross-level as well as cross-view pixel-wise dependencies to improve its robust-
ness. Specifically, we first reshape the low-level high-resolution latent matrix Q to
Q̂ ∈ R(h4w4)×c, the middle-level latent matrix Z to Ẑ ∈ R(h2w2)×c and the high-level
view matrices K(i) to K̂
(i) ∈ R(hw)×c. Then our cross-view and cross-level attention































where wi is a learnable parameter initialized as 1 for our attention construction func-
tion, tanh(·) and ReLU(·) denote the tanh and ReLU non-linear functions respectively,
and Iα ∈ Rc×c is a learnable bias kernel initialized as I. Note that the attention matrix
A is constructed from features from different scales, resulting in long-range cross-level
attention. The matrix is therefore a tall matrix, i.e. it has more rows (e.g., 16hw) than
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columns (e.g., hw), and it is further normalized, i.e. norm(·), along rows by dividing
by the sum of each row, so that the elements of each row vector in the matrix add up
to 1. Figure 4 illustrates the attention matrix constructing process.
Figure 4. The illustration of attention construction
Note that our attention construction process differs from the self-attention scheme
in three major ways, i.e.,
• Cross-level attention: Our cross-level attention scheme utilizes three distinct level
feature maps as the sources of multi-scale latent representations to efficiently
generate a tall non-local interaction matrix instead of a square self-attention
matrix. This allows our attention module to learn high-resolution features from
low-resolution but high-abstract feature space. Based on our observations, using
our cross-level attention to capture contextual information leads to faster train-
ing and better performance on remote sensing data than using self-attention
methods based on one-scale low-resolution features or image patches (Dosovit-
skiy et al. 2021).







+ Iα, into our long-range cross-level attention scheme (see Eq. 2)
to improve feature discriminability by blending channel-wise weights learned
from the middle-level feature (Z) space. We observe that this results in better
training stability and less sensitivity to latent feature dimensionalities (i.e., c)
when compared to not using the channel-wise attention mechanism. We think
that the channel-wise attention, like the dual attention network (Fu et al. 2019),
could enhance our long-range attention mechanism by merging both channel and
spatial attention attributes to capture robust cross-level information.
• Cross-view fusion: Furthermore, we introduce a cross-view fusion strategy into
our attention module, inspired by our previous work (Liu et al. 2020b), to ex-
plicitly encode the rotation invariance in the high-abstract and deep-level latent
features (i.e., K). We fuse (add up) three-view long-range attention maps using
learnable weights (i.e., wi in Eq. 2) to further improve the model’s robustness.
Base on our experiments, using cross-view attentions can further speed up the
model’s learning process and result in better performance than using single-view
attention maps.
Attention-passing. To produce a non-local but high-resolution feature represen-
tation (i.e., H: typically 4 times the size of Xk) from the high-level but low-resolution
features Xk, we develop an upsampling-based attention-passing function f(·) (Eq. 3). It
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is parameterized by the normalized attention matrix A and Xk with trainable param-
eters W ∈ Rd×u where u denotes the output feature dimension. Our attention-passing
mechanism, i.e., AX̂kW, is similar to the one-hop neighborhood message-passing func-
tion of graph convolutional networks (Kipf and Welling 2016) when viewing our learned
tall attention matrix as a special type of adjacency matrix. Note that X̂k ∈ R(hw)×d









∈ Rh4×w4×u . (3)
With a combination operator, denoted by δ(·) in Eq. 3, of non-linear activation function
(e,g. ReLU) with bath normalization and reshaping, we eventually obtain a high-
resolution attention representation H ∈ Rh4×w4×u as illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 5. The illustration of attention-passing pipeline.
3.1.3. Feature fusion
Finally, we fuse the high-resolution attention features with cross-level and cross-view
latent features in order to produce fine-grained high-resolution representations with
robust non-local contextual and spatial information as the output using
F = ψ
(
Q ‖ Z̃ ‖ K̃(1) ‖ K̃(2) ‖ K̃(3);θψ
)
+ H , (4)
where ψ denotes the convolution layer with parameter kernels of θψ ∈ R5c×3×3×u,
batch normalization and non-linearity, and ‖ denotes concatenation. Please note that
middle-level latent and high-level view feature matrices (Z and K(i)) are up-sampled
using bi-linear interpolation to Z̃ and K̃
(i)
in order to match the dimension of the
high-resolution (i.e. h4×w4) feature matrix Q for concatenating. This is similar to the
multi-level feature fusion method of pyramid feature networks (FPNs) (Lin et al. 2017),
which fuse multi-level features from the top-down path by upsampling and summing,
but instead of summation, we use concatenation and convolution operations to merge
multi-level feature maps for remote sensing data.
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3.2. Gated Fusion Unit
The GFU module is designed to serve as a fusion gateway between the main and sec-
ondary modalities. It utilizes a novel gating mechanism to allow the primary modality
to aid its secondary modality in extracting the supplementary information via a gating
network, thereby minimizing the influence of hidden noise and redundancies. Specif-
ically, the GFU module is composed of two CNN layers with two gating operations
(element-wise multiplications) as shown in Fig. 6. The first gate operation helps to
weaken redundancies and capture salient useful features from the secondary modal-
ity, while the second gate operation aims to obtain complementary features from the
primary modality and merge them into the secondary modality. The operation of the
Figure 6. The gated fusion unit (GFU) consists of 2 CNN layers (ϕg) with batch normalization, and an
activation function (σ, i.e, Sigmoid), where ’1-’ denotes one minus the input activation maps.
GFU module can be summarized by the following mathematical equations:
G = ϕg (F;θs) , Xq = σ (G) ⊙Xq + (1 − σ (G)) ⊙ ϕg (G;θr) , (5)
where F represents the fused representations by the PAF module of the primary modal-
ity and Xq denotes the low-level features extracted by the encoder of the secondary
modality. Here ϕg represents the convolution layers with 1×1 filters θs and θr respec-
tively, and combine a batch normalization operator. σ is a sigmoid activation function.
Note that the updated Xq (the output of GFU) will feed the remaining layers of the
encoder and also serve as one of the three input feature maps to the PAF module.
4. Data, experiments and results
4.1. Benchmark datasets
In this paper, we focus on two different representative databases, namely the ISPRS
Vaihingen 2D dataset (Rottensteiner et al. 2012) and the Agriculture-Vision2 challenge
dataset (Chiu et al. 2020b). The ISPRS Vaihingen 2D dataset3 is comprised of aerial
remote sensing images over the city Vaihingen in Germany. The Agriculture-Vision
dataset consists of large-scale high-quality aerial images from 3, 432 farmlands across
the US and has been annotated with nine types of field anomaly patterns that are
most important to farmers. Each dataset provides online leaderboards and reports




Figure 7. Overview of the ISPRS Vaihingen 2D semantic labeling benchmark dataset that contains 33 tiles:
(a) overview of the entire dataset (the ID number labeled in the upper right corner of each area), (b) the IRRG
image patch, (c) the DSM, (d) the ground truth.
4.1.1. Vaihingen dataset
The Vaihingen dataset is composed of 33 orthorectified image tiles acquired by a near-
infrared (NIR) - red (R) - green (G) aerial camera and has been labeled with six
common land cover categories: impervious surfaces (i.e., roads and concrete surfaces),
buildings, low vegetation, trees, cars and clutter (representing uncategorizable land
covers). 16 out of the 33 tiles are fully annotated at pixel level as the training set,
and 17 tiles (i.e., areas: 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20, 22, 24, 27, 29, 31, 33, 35 and 38)
are used as hold-out test images as shown in Fig. 7. The average size of the tiles is
approximately 2500 × 2000 pixels with a ground resolution of 9cm.
Images are accompanied by a digital surface model (DSM) that is derived from dense
image matching techniques and represents the absolute height of pixels. Normalized
DSM (nDSM) data are also included, which represent the pixels heights relative to
the elevation of the nearest ground surface. We use both IRRG and nDSM data for
training and test. Fig. 7 shows some examples of the dataset.
4.1.2. Agriculture-Vision dataset
The Agriculture-Vision dataset consists of 94, 986 aerial farmland images, of which
19, 708 images are used as the hold out test set, and 18, 334 are used as the local
validation set. Each image consists of 512 × 512 RGB and NIR channels with reso-
lution as high as 10 cm per pixel. Nine types of the most important field patterns
are annotated: double plant, drydown, endrow, nutrient deficiency, planter skip, storm
damage, water, waterway, and weed cluster. In addition, each image has a boundary
map that indicates the region of the farmland, and a mask that indicates valid pixels
in the image. Fig. 8 shows some examples of the dataset (note that the black regions
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Figure 8. Some image examples of the agriculture-vision dataset: (a) the double plant patches (left: RGB
image, middle: NIR image, right: the ground truth), (b) the drybown patches, (c) the endrow patches, (d) the
nutrient deficiency patches, (e) the planter skip patches, (f) the water patches, (g) the waterway patches, (h)
the weed cluster patches.
in the ground truth denote invalid areas).
Due to the fact that some annotations may overlap in the dataset, for pixels with
multiple labels, a prediction of either label will be counted as a correct pixel classifica-
tion for that label. Therefore, the conventional mean Intersection-over-Union (mIoU)
metric is modified accordingly by categorizing predictions of any label in a pixel as a
correct prediction. This customized mIoU is used as the main quantitative evaluation
metric of the contest dataset (Chiu et al. 2020a).
4.2. Variants of MultiModNet
Built upon PAF, GFU, and the incorporation of different backbone encoders, we de-
velop various MultiModNet models for land cover mapping tasks on different remote
sensing data as shown in Table 1. Specifically, we use different backbone encoders
Table 1. Detailed configurations of variants of MultiModNet with quantitative comparison of parameters size,
FLOPs (measured on input image size of 4× 512× 512), Inference time on CPU and GPU separately.
















































output:40 6.14 7.86 127 / 11
(all are pretrained on ImageNet in this work) for Vaihingen and Agriculture-vision
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datasets. Our models, i.e., PAFNeta and multi-modal PAGNeta for the Vaihingen
dataset, use the Se ResNext50 (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) as the ENC-1 for IRRG im-
ages and the MobileNetV3 (Howard et al. 2019) as ENC-2 for DSM data respectively,
while for the Agriculture-Vison dataset, the models i.e. PAFNetb and PAGNetb, we
use two identical MobileNetV3 models as the encoders for both RGB and NIR data.
We were not able to use Se ResNext50 for the Agriculture-Vision dataset due to the
memory limitation (11Gb) of our GPU, since Se ResNext50 requires much more mem-
ory compared to MobileNetV3 when taking larger input size and batch size required
for training models on the Agriculture-vision dataset.
4.3. Training details
According to best practices, we train all our models using Adam (Kingma and Ba
2014) as the optimizer for the first 10k iterations and then change the optimizer to
SGD in the remaining iterations with weight decay 2 × 10−5 applied to all learnable
parameters except biases and batch-norm parameters. We use a polynomial learning
rate (lr) decay (1 − cur itermax iter )0.9 with the maximum iterations set to 108. We also set
2 × lr to all bias parameters in contrast to weights parameters. Based on our training
observations to achieve fast and stable convergence, we apply the adaptive multi-class
weighting loss (Lacw) function (Liu et al. 2020b) for all our experiments.
Guided by our empirical results and our previous work (Liu et al. 2020; Liu et al.
2020b), we train and validate the networks for the Vaihingen dataset with 5000 ran-
domly sampled patches of size 448 × 448 as input and a batch size of five. For the
experiments on the Agriculture-Vison dataset, we randomly sample images of size
512 × 512 as input and train it using mini-batches of size 12. We conduct all exper-
iments using PyTorch on a computer with a single GeForce GTX 2080Ti. For the
Vaihingen dataset, we set the initial learning rate to 1.8 × 10−4 and utilized a step-
wise learning-rate schedule method that reduces the learning rate by a factor of 0.75
every 5 epochs based on our training observations and empirical evaluation, while for
Agriculture-vison models, we use initial learning rates of 2.8×10−4 and apply a cosine
annealing scheduler that reduces the learning rates over epochs (for a maximum epoch
of 40).
4.4. Augmentation and evaluation methods
During training, all data is sampled uniformly and augmented with random flip (hori-
zontal and vertical), rotation (90 degree), Gaussian noise, and brightness contrast (all
probabilities are 0.5) for each epoch. The albumentations library (Buslaev et al. 2020)
for data augmentation is utilized in this work. Please note that all training images are
normalized to [0.0, 1.0] after data augmentation.
During test and evaluation, we apply test time augmentation (TTA) in terms of
flipping and mirroring. For Vaihingen data, we use sliding windows (with 448 × 448
size at a 100-pixel stride) on a test image and stitch the results together by averaging
the predictions of the over-lapping TTA regions to form the output. For the agriculture-
vision data, we first apply TTA on the full size test image (512×512) and average the
predictions to get the final output. The performance is measured by the F1-score for
Vaihingen dataset, and the modified Intersection over Union (IoU) (Chiu et al. 2020a)
for the agriculture-vision dataset. Please note that the mIoU metric was computed by




We tested our trained models on the hold out test sets of the Vaihingen and
Agriculture-Vision datasets. The test results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, respec-
tively. It is clearly visible for all the cases that our method outperforms all the state-
of-the-art methods with a significant margin. For the Vaihingen dataset, it can be seen
that the accuracy for the ’Car’ class (90.8% F1-score) is notably improved (+2.5%)
using our method in comparison to other methods. In case of the Agriculture-Vision
dataset, many difficult classes also show significant increases in terms of IoU accura-
cies, e.g., double plant (+9.4%), drydown (+5.8%), endrow (+8.2%), and planter skip
(+5.3%), etc.
A qualitative comparison of the segmentation results from our trained models and
the ground truths on the validation data are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. It can
be visually verified that the classification maps obtained from our PAG-Net models
tend to be less noisy and have smooth and fine-gained boundary recovery without
any post-processing. In addition, our multi-modal PAGNetb model obtained the best
performance on the Agriculture-Vision dataset with 48.2% mIoU (+4.2%) with fewer
training parameters (6.14M) and 2× faster training and inference speed on both CPU
(127ms) and GPU (11ms) in comparison to MSCG-Net50 as shown in Table 1. It
is worth noting that our two PAF-base unimodal models (PAFNeta and PAFNetb)
also obtain the best performance compared to other unimodal methods on both the
Vaihingen and Agriculture-Vision datasets.
Table 2. Comparisons between our method with other published methods on the hold-out test images of
Vaihingen Dataset.
Models OA Surface Building Low-veg Tree Car mF1
UOA (Lin et al. 2016) 0.876 0.898 0.921 0.804 0.882 0.820 0.865
DNN HCRF (Liu et al. 2019) 0.878 0.901 0.932 0.814 0.872 0.720 0.848
ADL 3 (Paisitkriangkrai et al. 2015) 0.880 0.895 0.932 0.823 0.882 0.633 0.833
DST 2 (Sherrah 2016) 0.891 0.905 0.937 0.834 0.892 0.726 0.859
ONE 7 (Audebert, Le Saux, and Lefèvre 2016) 0.898 0.910 0.945 0.844 0.899 0.778 0.875
DLR 9 (Marmanis et al. 2016) 0.903 0.924 0.952 0.839 0.899 0.812 0.885
GSN (Wang et al. 2017) 0.903 0.922 0.951 0.837 0.899 0.824 0.887
RWSNet (Jiang et al. 2020) 0.899 0.916 0.947 0.840 0.893 0.860 0.891
DDCM-R50 (Liu et al. 2020) 0.904 0.927 0.953 0.833 0.894 0.883 0.898
SCG-GCN (Liu et al. 2020b) 0.904 0.924 0.948 0.839 0.897 0.880 0.898
FuseNet(IRRG+DSM/NDVI) 0.908 0.913 0.943 0.848 0.899 0.859 0.901
PAFNeta(DSM-IRRG) 0.906 0.929 0.949 0.826 0.894 0.905 0.900
PAGNeta(IRRG+DSM) 0.913 0.930 0.952 0.843 0.900 0.908 0.907
Table 3. Comparisons between our method with other published methods in terms of mIoUs and class IoUs












DeepLabv3(os=8) 0.322 0.704 0.215 0.510 0.126 0.394 0.204 0.157 0.337 0.250
DeepLabv3+(os=8) 0.391 0.710 0.197 0.509 0.195 0.413 0.244 0.623 0.341 0.280
DeepLabv3(os=16) 0.422 0.727 0.252 0.536 0.210 0.440 0.246 0.704 0.386 0.299
DeepLabv3+(os=16) 0.424 0.725 0.260 0.536 0.241 0.442 0.244 0.703 0.379 0.288
FPN-ResNet (Chiu et al. 2020b) 0.437 0.726 0.279 0.523 0.243 0.438 0.310 0.713 0.388 0.309
MSCG-Net50 (Liu et al. 2020b) 0.441 0.716 0.289 0.513 0.270 0.442 0.331 0.692 0.366 0.349
PAFNetb(IR-RGB) 0.442 0.687 0.343 0.562 0.281 0.420 0.305 0.680 0.378 0.324







Figure 9. Segmentation results for the test image of Vaihingen tile-27: (a) the test IRRG image, (b) the DSM
image, (c) the ground truth, (d) DDCM-R50, (e) SCG-GCN, (f) PAGNeta
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Figure 10. Segmentation results on the validation images of the agriculture-vision dataset: (a) the RGB
images, (b) the NIR images, (c) the ground truth, (d) MSCG-Net50, (e) PAFNetb, (f) PAGNetb
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5. Discussion
In our network, pyramid attention fusion (PAF) modules are employed to capture
multi-level and cross-view robust representations, and gated fusion units (GFU) are
designed to bridge and interact among different modalities to better combine multi-
modality information. To validate the effectiveness of these modules, we perform ab-
lation experiments on the Vaihingen dataset.
5.1. Effect of the pyramid attention fusion module
In Table 4, we evaluate our model’s performance by removing the key components of
the PAF module, i.e., pyramid cross-view encoder (PCE), attention construction and
updating (ACU) module as shown in Fig. 3. Since PCE and ACU are interdependent,
we are not able to just use ACU without the PCE unit. We, therefore, evaluated the
following two variations: 1) V-1: replacing both PCE and ACU with using multi-level
concatenation fusion networks (FPN-style) with the same number of hidden features
of the PAF module. 2) V-2: only removing ACU module. It is evidently shown that in
absence of our pyramid attention fusion module, the V-1 model tends to underperform
a lot on small objects (e.g., ’Car’ −4.8%), while only applying our pyramid cross-view
encoder block, our V-2 model improves the performance a bit overall (mF1: +0.9% in
contrast to V-1 model) but still underperforms on the small class ’Car’ (mF1: −2.4%
in contrast to PAGNet).
Table 4. The effect of the two key units (PCE, ACU) of our PAF module on the hold-out test images of
Vaihingen Dataset.
Model PCE ACU OA ∆% Building ∆% Car ∆% mF1 ∆% Steps (K)
V-1 ✗ ✗ 0.898 -1.5 0.942 -1.0 0.860 -4.8 0.890 -1.7 31
V-2 ✓ ✗ 0.906 -0.7 0.945 -0.7 0.884 -2.4 0.899 -0.8 25
PAGNet ✓ ✓ 0.913 - 0.952 - 0.908 - 0.907 - 29
We also investigated the effect of the latent features and cross-view settings on the
performance. Note that, we assume that the number of latent features (c) should be
close to the number for classes (i.e., 6 for Vaihingen dataset). The latent features
are thus set to be in the range of {4, 6, 8, 12}, and the number of views (v) are in
the range of {1, 2, 3}. Table 5 presents the details of the evaluation results where
five models are trained on various latent features and cross-view settings. Our model
with latent features of 6 and view number of 3 achieves the best results. Note that
the latent feature number does not show a significant impact on overall performance
(mF1: ±0.5%), while the number of views seems to be more sensitive on both overall
results (mF1: ±1.0%) and the performance on small objects (mF1: ±2.9%).
Table 5. The effect of different the number of latent features and views of our PAF module on the hold-out
Vaihingen test set.
Model c v OA ∆% Building ∆% Car ∆% mF1 ∆% Steps (K)
PAG-v1 4 3 0.907 -0.6 0.950 -0.2 0.904 -0.4 0.903 -0.4 35
PAG-v2 8 3 0.910 -0.3 0.957 +0.3 0.905 -0.3 0.904 -0.3 21
PAG-v3 12 3 0.908 -0.5 0.952 0 0.891 -1.7 0.902 -0.5 17
PAG-v4 6 1 0.902 -1.1 0.947 -0.5 0.879 -2.9 0.897 -1.0 19
PAG-v5 6 2 0.909 -0.4 0.949 -0.3 0.898 -1.0 0.904 -0.3 23
PAGNet 6 3 0.913 - 0.952 - 0.908 - 0.907 - 29
*c is the number of latent features and v denotes the number of views. Here Steps K=1000 denote training
iterations.
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5.2. Effect of the gated fusion unit
The GFU module plays a very important role for the effectiveness and efficiency of our
multi-modal PAGNet. We, therefore, evaluate GFU by comparing it with the other two
commonly used fusion methods (i.e., element-wise summing, and concatenation). Ta-
ble 6 displays the performance of these three methods. It is clearly shown that simply
concatenating or summing multi-modality features will cause a degradation in perfor-
mance to unimodal models. Our GFU approach, instead, shows notable performance
gains (mF1: +1.1 ∼ 1.4%) in general and significantly boosts the results on small
objects (mF1: +2.2 ∼ 3.3%) and improves the training converges speed (+2x faster).
We visualized the GFU module learned attention gate map as shown in Figure 11. It
illustrates that GFU module is able to capture a significant or complementary part of
the information contained in the DSM data and diminish the influence of noisy data
as well.
Table 6. Test performance of different fusion settings on Vaihingen test set.
+○ c○ g○ OA ∆% Building ∆% Car ∆% mF1 ∆% Steps (K) ∆
✓ 0.901 -1.2 0.950 -0.2 0.875 -3.3 0.893 -1.4 67 2.3x
✓ 0.906 -0.7 0.946 -0.6 0.886 -2.2 0.896 -1.1 92 3.1x
✓ 0.913 - 0.952 - 0.908 - 0.907 - 29 -
* +○ denote point-wise summing fusion, c○ is concatenation fusion, and g○ is our gated fusion method.
Figure 11. Heatmap of the GFU learned attention gate : (a) the DSM image (containing some noisy patch),
(b) the attention gate heatmap, (c) the IRRG image, (d) the prediction.
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5.3. Effect of missing and noisy data
We also evaluate the performance of our model to handle situations where DSM data
are missing, noisy and completely interfered during testing. Specifically, we assume
that the IRRG data modality of the Vaihingen dataset is available, while the DSM
modality is missing (letting DSM data to 0), random noisy signal (using white noise
data sampled from 0 to 255), or completely interfered (setting data value to 255).
Table 7 illustrates the results. It clearly indicates that our model is capable of dealing
with missing or noisy data. In other words, our model, which was trained with all
data modalities (e.g., IRRG+DSM), generalizes well to circumstances in which extra
modality data (e.g, DSM) is absent or entirely noisy during the testing phase. Our
model’s weakness for missing and noisy data modalities is that it does not handle
missing primary modalities adequately (e.g., IRRG or RGB). In many situations, this
is not an issue because it is usual to merely evaluate a small number of extra data
modalities in remote sensing.
Table 7. Evaluation results with missing, noisy and interfered DSM data on the hold-out test images of
Vaihingen Dataset.
Modalities OA Surface Building Low-veg Tree Car mF1
Baseline (IRRG+DSM) 0.913 0.930 0.952 0.843 0.900 0.908 0.907
(IRRG+missing-DSM) 0.908 0.926 0.949 0.839 0.897 0.903 0.903
(IRRG+random-noisy-data) 0.904 0.923 0.943 0.837 0.898 0.900 0.900
(IRRG+interferred-data) 0.899 0.905 0.943 0.836 0.892 0.902 0.896
6. Conclusions
We presented a novel pyramid attention and gated fusion method for multi-modality
land cover and land use mapping in remote sensing. Our proposed pyramid atten-
tion fusion (PAF) module can effectively capture multi-level and cross-view attention
maps to obtain rich and robust representations, that can further be flexibly harnessed
as a key fusion bridge between multiple modalities using our developed gated fu-
sion (GFU) algorithms. The GFU module can tune the noisy modalities and extract
complementary features to improve the performance of our multimodal models. Built
upon the PAF and GFU modules, our MultiModNet framework provides an end-to-end
and lightweight multi-modal segmentation solution, which achieves the state-of-the-
art performance and outperforms the strong baselines on two different representative
remote sensing datasets. In addition, our methods easily generalize to more than two
modalities for addressing more complicated problems in remote sensing.
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